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ABSTRACT
The Cembridge Conference or. School Mathematics qccsm),
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mathematics education-at school level, from kindergarten tla;ough

grade twelve. These mathematicians organized three main cOtterences
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University;_sf California, 'Berkeley: Tudiana University; Teachers
Colledeolumtia University: Boston State College'and other state

'cqileges. in ?assachus0tts. A third -conference was held in 1967 to
coTsider +110 Integration of primary school mat))ematics and science.
The main activity arising from this confererce was _classroom trials
of.idOas. The cutCome of these trials was a new.program entitled a

'urifie,d Science and Mathpmatics for FleMentary Schools (USMES). Thi.s
report details activities in the three Ireas of concern, and includes
eleven appendices of relev,ant materials. (Author/MK)
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Final Report

The Cambridge Conference on School Mathematics (CCSM)*

NSF Grant GE 1515.

The Cambridge Conference On School Mathematicii-ObSMYWas an associa-

tton of prominent mathematicians 'who had a concern for mathematics'education

at school level, from kindergarten through grade twelve. Since 1963 with

National Science Foundation support and under the auspices of Education Dev-

'elopment Cent&i, these mathematicians have organized three main conferences

on mathematics and have carried on activities related to t4findings of the

conferences. CCSM has been concerned with:

A. School Education
The main activity in this area was the Cambridge Con-
ference on School Mathematics held in Cambridge,
Massachusetts'in 1963. Subsequent activity arising

°from the original conference led to workshops held
in 1964 and 1965 and a series of feasibility studies
carried out in the.classroom. A joint conference
was held with United Kingdom mathematics curriculum
dsvelopers at Ditchl*Park in Oxfordshire, England:

B. 'Teacher Education
. The main Activ4ty as a conference on teadher educa-r

- tion held at Pine anor Junior ,College in Chestnut

'Hill, Massachugett in 1966. Subsequent activity
apiaing tromthis cMference included some in-ser-.

tvice teacher training work in Lexington and Newton,
Massachusetp and IA Princeton, New Jersey:. Pte-

:bervide pteparation work took place at the Univer-
sity.ofLaCalifornia, Berkeley; Indiana Universityl
TSaChers College, columbia University; T.Oston State
College-And other state colleges in'Massachusetts.

4. 4, Y.

. I

*List.of Steering ComMittee Members In Appendix A.
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C. Integration of Mathematics and Science Education
A,third conference was held it Pine Manor in 1967
to,consider the integration of primary school math-
ematics and science. The main activity arising from
this conference was classroom trial of ideas in Lex-

, ington and Bridgewater,, Massachusetts; and Chicago and
Urbana, Illinois. The outcome of these triale was
a new program entitled Unified Science and Mathematics
for Elementary Schools (USMES) which lhas supeiseded
CCSM,.

Mode of Operation

The ccsm did not carry a large permanent staff. The main classroom

activities of the program, the feasibility studies'and the teacher. educa-

tion development were carried out by consultants. Program continuity was

maintained by a small core of key consultants acting as a steering commit-
:

tee and by a small part time administrative staff at EDC. A full time

staff member was employed in only one year of the seven years of program

activity.

0

Activities of the program, conferences and classroom operations, were

initiatefd-by the steering committee and by other mathematicians receiving

steering committee support for classroom trials of recommendations made at

1

the conferences. In some cases the mathematician himself taught the classes

concernt and sometimes the usuaL class teacher'taught under the guidance of

the mathematician. , 1.

A ccsm Philosophy

It woUld be wrong to think th t initially there existed a strong CCSM

philosophy which the program was c sated to promulgate. The first confer-

ence was a meeting of mathematicia s and users of mathematics and included

many people very active in curricu um development in school mathematics.

1

These people had developed differe t styles in their curriculum work and laid



.emphasis in differopit places. Duringthe discussion at the conference it

was poSsible tO identify commonly acCepted goals and to reach,some agree,

ment on how such.goals could be achieved.

4

The question asked,soon after the first conferen4 was 'Can the child-

4

ren learn.the mathematics proposed?" After experience gained through the.

feasibility studies in the classrooms it. was appreciated that children can.

deal with quite advanceitopits.if hey are I owed to approach them in a

mahner suitable-to their age. The question now is whichof-the many topics

possible will be most suitable and'useful in a school todtse.'
*.s
,

Experience gained from the feasibility studies aldb reinforced the CCSM

feelings.about the need for pupil activity and discovery methods in the learn-

ing process. There:was an increasing awareness-that in many cases the mathe-

matical ability.of the children is being destroyed by,the confinement placed

on learning by the.teaching methods used. Some'people connected with CCSM.

became strong advocates for the open classroom,'for earning bY manipulation

and the use of materials, for a loosening of curriculum.demands and for the

b encouragement of open-ended learning ih which the child is allowed to develop

his mathematical thinking to thejiinits,of his desire and immed ate ability.

In this new mathematics education the teacher role changes to one of advisor,

guide, mentoi, helper and sometimes teacher.

Lastly,-the CCSM became very.concerned about pre-service teacher educa-

tion. The first Goal6 report intentionally ignored the restriCtions teachers'

capabilities could put on curriculum improvement and merely stated what were

the desired mathematical .goals.. Classroom experience with the feasibility

,

studies brought the realization that no.long-term improventent was possible
1

.

. .
( ,

unless colleges engaged ikeducating teachers, examined the content and'ped-
.

. /
agogy of their own mathematics courses. The problemwas that new teachers
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leavingcCollege Were not only inadequately preparedAo deal with content

but'.also.by precept and example in their own:learning in college, they

-had been, indoctrinated into a non-active 'nonlmahipulative:, non-discoverY,
.

non-participatory approach to teaching. The"later efforts of the.CCSM were

aimed at'obtaining experience in teacher educationan encouraging experi--

mentationin teachingj.n mathematica eduCatiop at teachers' colleges. Thus,

during the.years, as the_CCSM emphasis on.:discovery learning and the use of

. .

materialshas increased, it bee been forced to focus its'att'ention on pre-
.

service teagh,er, education.

The Unified Science,and_Mathematics for Elementary Schools (USMES) pro-.

gram and the teacher education,programs propdsed by Professor Springer of
le

Indiana University are examples of-the activities reflecting the views of. -

many who worked with CCSM. Others connected with CCSM proposed'another sim-
.

ilar activity, entitled COoperative Mathematics Course for Elementary Teachers,

which was not-funded. 44

0

A. School Education

The firetconférence, which gave the program itS title, was,held in

Cambridge MasSachusetts, in the summer of 1963. Its purpose was_to explore

curriculum reform needs in mathematics 'Agith.a view to a long-range,future."

.The deliberations.of the participants, a group of tdentY-five mathematicians and

4
users of mathematics, were 14414shed'by Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, in a

AN/

report entitled Goals for Schooil Mathematics.* In this report the partici-

. \
.

pants, free from the bonds of praOtical considerations which govern present-
.

,

*List. of Participan tO.n Appendix B. Summary of Report in AppendiX C.
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day curriculum reforMi were able.to outline their exploratory.thinking -

for what, at that time, seemed the distant future. The sugkestiong.for

continuing work of mathematics Curriculum reform gave rise to consider-

able.comment and discuSsion in'education.and mathematics circles. . The

United. States Commissioner of Edudation at that time, Mr. Francis Keppel,

-commented in the Foreward'to .the report:

"The present report . is characterized by a complete
impatience With the presght capacities of the educational

systeM. It is pot onli that most teachers will'be.com7
pletely incapable of teaching much of the matheMatics-set
forth in the curricula proposed here; most teachers would'
e hard up to comprehend it. No'brief period of retraip-

ing will suffice. Even the first,grade curriculum,embod-.
ies notions with which the average4eacher is totally:
unfamiliar.

-"None the,less', these are the.curricula toward which the
schools should be aimjng. If teachers cannot achieve them
today, theY-taust set,their courses so that they may begin
to achieve them in ten years, or twenty years,..or thirty.
If this is what the.teacher of the future mustAnow, the
'schools of education of the present must begin at ontp to
think'how to prepare these teachers.. There mhst still he
short-term.curriculum. reforms, they must look upon them7.

selves.as constituting.a stap toward the largergoala,"

An oral description and a printed summary of the findings of the con-
, .

ference'were presented at a joirkt meeting of the American Mathematical

Society and the Mathematical Association of AmeLca in 1963 and in Boulder,

Colorado, and aroused considerable interestand some excitement. Professor

Peter Hilton reported on the'Conference at the International Congress of
A

Mathema48ians in Moscow in 196p.* Following the conference and as a re-

'`\S . . . .

sult of the impact Of the.r4ort on the mathematical world,**'there was.much.

activity preparing classroom material based on the ideas of the report and

some classroom experimentation with this material. The CCSM itself, in two

workshops in 1964 and.1965 and with the assistance of several of the origin

*Hilton 'Report in Appendix D.
**Sales and Distribution of three Goals Reports in Appendix E.

i#
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al conference participants, prepared materials and subsequently carried.

oUt some 'classroom experimentation with theA materials.. Others work-

ing independently, have used'the ideas of the Goals report to develop
4

theircwn materials and io initiate experimental prograMs.

The/CCEM, however, has neVer feit that it was principally engaged i

the preparation of material for classroom uSe.
.

were not a cuxriculum, but rather isolated units
6

The materials deVelOped

thematical education

&which were used in_the classroom to demonstrate that suggestions in the

Goals report were possible and acceptalite. After very preliminary tryout

to'show feasibility, the Mate\iials were--made.availaile.to the ma'themati-

cal and educational community for more widespread trial and more extensive
65

use by those interest d.* Copies of theTeasibility Studies are now avail=
\11

.

able through ERIC- Info ationAnalysis Center for Science Educa ioni:1460

f
Wesi Lane AvenUe, Columbus,' Ohio 43221.

This first conference of the CCS* focussed the attention of the eduCa_

tional community on the farrreaching changes being envisaged in mathematical

. "?' ..;:.

.

443education. The.confe poke with, authority because. the participants

included not only many eminent mathematicians but also many whowere already

deeply involved in. developing curriculum materials in mathematics.

The importance of the conference and of its findings is also reflected

in the world-wide interest in its report. Requests for .conference reports

have been received from Europe, India, the 'Far East, Africa, Australia and

countries in,Sou America.

Pubrfat1ons on the first CCSM conference included:

(a) Goals for School Mathematics (Houghton Mifflin,

1963)

(b) "The
(

'Cambridge Conference on School MathematiCs:"

A Report, W. T. Martin, 1965

*List of Feasibility St\lies-in-Append-ix F.



(c) .The.Continuing Work:Of the Cambridge Conference

.on Sdhool Mathematics (CCSk), peter-Hilton, "The

Arithmetie Teacher", February'1966.

'
Copies of these poblications are enclosed separately.

The Ditdhley Conference on Sdhool Mathematics of Two Countries

The National Science Foundation, the .Carnegie Corporatioh and the

Nuffieid.Foundaiion provided fuhds for this conferende, For some.of the ,

participants the,confereftce Wap a Veginhing of a useful.exchange of ideas

and methods which has proved to be extremely beneficial. It gave added-

impetus to ivmovement which has brought new ideas ihto-primary'achool edu-

- caon.in mathematics and which now appear to be spreading into many parts

of.the United'States.

A report on the DitchIey Conference by Earle L..Lomon appeared in

the December 1967 issue of the American Mathemaidal MonthlY.ic A copy

of the report is included wftlithe publications on CCSM activities. A.

report by Professor Bryan Thwaibba, co-chairman of the conference,

also ihcluded.

B. Teadher Education

Experience in-developiAi the' feasibility stUdies directed thOlention .

of the CCSM,towards the.probleus Of the teachers of the future who will have

to teach the mathematics suggested by the original Goals report.-It wai

clear that present day primary teacher preparation procedures, pre-service and

in-service, were unlikely to produce the sort of person'who would have the

mathematical knowledge'vr the pedagogical philosophy needed by the pr;posed

new curricula in 'mathematics.

A conference to consider the problem was held in the summer of 1966.

Its main objective was to establish guidelines fOr thepathematical prep-

*Append\ a.

.
144P._ .



aration of teachers.who would be fleXible enough to cope with changes in .

school mathematics curricula.

The outcome of this conference was reported in a seconcrGoalS book

published.by HoughtonMifflin and entitled Goals for the Mathematical

Education of Elementary,School Teachers. In this'report the ccsm made

.firm reCommendations,- with.alternatives,about the content. and pedagogy

.required.fn a good teacher education program for mathematics. summary

of -the- report of the 'conference* was giveh in January 1961 at the'Annual'

-

Meeting of the Mathemattcal Association of A4rica.

at 4

Once again some of the participants in'the conference decided that they

would like to ut into practice some of the ideas discussad at the conference.

Teacher training Feasibility Studies were%done at Boston State College,.and.

0;d--

three of the local siate colleges in Massachusekts; at Teachers College,

Columbi University; at the University'of California, Berkeley; and aIndi-

ana University. These tudies are now completed and have,been sent.to'ERIC.**.

In the meantime the Berklkylilterials have been distributed to.some

N .

collegag, in California which have'expressed interest in trying out the ma-

#

terial. The Boston State Co

1

lege materials are also in continuing use. The

Indiana University has developed a much larger teacher education.program as

a result of its earlierCCSM experiments.

Also, as,i result of this conference,a group of interested people dev-

eloped.a proposal for a program which would encourage the initiation of

improVed courses in mathematics at state colleges which prepared teachers.

This proposed updect was known as Co-operative Mathematics Course for Ele-

mentafy Teachers. (CMCET). Unfortunatel funding was not available.

*Su
**ERIC Information Analysis Centerlor SInce Education, 1460 West L

. mmary of Report in Appendix H

Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43221.
tThe material's produced by these efforts are bulky and are therefore

.A4tached to this report along withseveral other published CCSM Worts.

1



ibility atudigs in teaher education were undertaken includ-

"ing in-service work with teachers in Lexington and Newton,-Massachualetts_.

In this project mathematical consultants, by means of clasaroom visits 'and
. .

telephone access, made themselves available ta. teachers trying out new units.

The few teache'rs who made. full'use of.the assistance offered benefitted

'from the ready contact with advisers. .However, in a fully develope'd scheme..

'of this sort one could expect that teachers would require quite some time to

become accustomed, to the availability.of assistance before it would be

used to its full potential.*

Another in-service teacher

ing some very fine results with

effort had to be cut off.

effort was

children.

undertaken at Princeton achiev-

Unfortunately support of.this

A-copy of,Goals for Mathematical Education of Elementary School

Teachers is encrosed with other CCSM publications.

II

C. Integration. of Mathematics and Science Education

The growing concern about the gulf between school mathematics and school

'science was the reason for thethird,main CCSItsconference which k place

in the late summeF- f 1967. The participants in this conference,.including
6

many of the leaders of school curriculum reform in mathematics and sclence,

fouhd that there waa considerable amoirt'of ggreement on the benefits which.

maihematical education could deriyeitoM properly directed scientific activity,

.and on the need for mathematics'to support scienèe.and education. The exist-

ing traditional and new curricula in-mathematics and sclence were examined

critically. Arias of possible cooperation wel.e identified and areas of cur-
.

riculum conteit of questionable Value were.subject to thorough examination.

Professor Andrew Gl son of Harvard University writing in

*RePort on.the Consultant..Access Scheme in Appendix

e Bulletin
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the National AssOciaition of Secondary Cchool'Principals".said: ,

c "There. ciere two mijo'r agreementsreached at last.
'u.sumiA's,cqnference.- 'The first, although extreme-

. 15,.1.MPortant, wag easily arrived.at. We agreed that
education in scienCe and mathematics was'nor to be
thought of in elitist. terms. We 1./Pre not trying

to "beef-up" the Curriculum in amteffott to see how
lastve could forge-feed our scientifically talented
.youngsters. Quite thescontrary - science and math-. ,
emetics have become such an integral.part of.our
ciyilizition thdi it-ie essentlai to makethem mean-
ingful io every 4.0h001 child.

r-,
"Our seconcil major. agreement Vas. to think not. in tetms '6

'OP coordinating mathematics.- and science intruetJon
terps of integtating them: Instead of hiwlAe

separate lathematics and:science classes.,trylnetO .

..keep pace with each Other, we waet a sing/e-Clads.de-"
voted to both sUbjects and emphasizingAt'any particu- ,

lar time whichever discipline seems.apprcipriate: This'

4
-is a signifirnt decision dad one hot to be taken light-
.1y."

'The reiett of the conference on.tp Integration of.Edthematics and

'4,C./ t"
.Science, was'published by Houghton Mifflin under the titie'Goals for:the

'Correlation of Elementary Science-And Mathemat ics.*- A summary o the re-

pott waspresented at the December 1967/January 1968 meeting of the

. American Association for the Advancement of Science in New York and at the

Annual Meeiing of the American Mathematice.Society,and he MathematiCs Asso-

ciation of America. This book has quickly aroused widespread interest and

seem likely io have an impeck in some ways similar to the first -Goals book.
,

)

At least one university has included it in the required reading list and

. .

the7 have b en very many requests for copies.and information from as far

afield as the UnitedKingdom and'India.
1

Y '

Local interest initially aroused at the Conferengp,,has been main-'

i
.

. it

tained and increased. Feaiiibility studies carried out in Massachusetts and

*Summanf.of.th Report in Appendix a revUw of:the Report ti Appendix.K

if



Illinois have 1e4 to the .unding'of a new program, Unified Science and Mathr

ematics for.EleMentary SchOols (US
.

)4 whicrillattempt'to.implement some

of the suggestions made at the confe ence, One pleasing outcome, of-the con-,
ferenCe has been a continuing co-operation between some of thE curriqpla_dev=

elopment groups which participated. Some of the CCSM Feasibllity Studies will'

be an.integral part of backgrounthmaterial for,teachers implementing USMES units.

'IP

Conclusion

The paragraph which ollows was included in tbe original-COM,proposal

presented,to the National SCiende Foundation in fiovembe962.

"If for no other reison than that of'time-scale,
the present proposal should'not be considered,to
affect the continuation of curriculum reform pro-
grams now in progress, nor the initiation Df others.

A new structure will not spring into being over-

night. Once created, it may be expected to enter
the educational system quite slowly over a long:per-

,

iod of time;, quite properfOhe educational system,
with its close'assocation:eb the general cultural
outlook, possAises great inertia and does not nor-'
mally accept sudden major change. The most successful

process is'likely to be one in which revision wiihin

the conventional structure is carried on contemporan-
eously with a revision of the structure itself, and
in which tile activities interact with on another and

over the long term join in effecting a fu damental,

chang7

plertris little queritiOn that since 1962 there has been a fundamental

change in the views of tducators and mathematicians about school edu-

cation and particularly about) primary school education. The CGSM has

played its part in bringingdbout this fundaTental change. It has

helped't .chango the mathematical expectation8 of the educators,- but
. .

also hasbslind'mathematicians to understind and appreciate the rbip

.of mathematics in the',genetal education of dhildren. The COM has played

4ts pia;t in obringiniabout majoechanges in school curriculum, in focusing
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attention on: the rieed for. mathematics and. science integration at school'
t :' 41, .t

s
.

level and inigating teacher
4

preparation programs more likely,to satisfy

the schoot-needs of thOcrescont #nd i4e future.
,
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APPENDIX A

Cembridge Conference on SchoOl Mathematics

Steering Committee\

/W. T. Martin (Co-Chairman)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology'.

Peter J. Hilton (Co-Chairman)
Cornell University

James L. Aldrich
Education Development Center

Edward G. Begle
Stanford University

thigh P, Bradle (Program Mirector)

Education Development Center
4

Jerqme S. Bruner
Harvard University

Andre Gleadon
Harvard Uni

Earle L, Lomon
Massachmserts Ins4tute of Technology.

I

Edwin E. Moise
Harvard University

Henry CIPollak
Bell Telephone L"aboratOri,es

George Springer .

Indiana UniVersity

Patrick Su
Stanford University

Stephen White
Alfred Sloan Foundation

'Jerrold Rt Zadharias
Mass'achusetts'Instittte Of Technology

#

,
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APPENDIX.B

Conference

on'

School MatheMatics

Cambridge, Massachusetts
Summer 1963

*List of Participants

Maurice Auslander, Brandeis University

Edward G. Begle, Stanford University'

jerome S. Bruner, Harvard University..

R. Creighton Buck Univgrsity of Wisconsin

George Francis Carrier, Harvard University

Julian D. Cele, California Institute of Technology_

Robett Davis, Syracuse University

Robert P. DilwOrth", California"Insiitute of Technology

Berngrd Friedman University of California

H. L. Frisch,.Bell Telephone Laboratories; Yeshiva
,

Univ'ersity

AndrewM. Gleason, Harvard University

Peter J. Hilton, Cornell University

J. L.:Hodges, Jr., University of California

. Mark Kac, Rockefeller Institute

Seymour.H.- Koenig, IBM Watson Laboratoxies; Columbia

University

C. C. Lin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Earle L. Lomon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

W.:T. Martin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

#

Edwin E. Moise, Harvard University'.
,

No,
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ltederick Mosteller, Harvard University

Heniy'la. Pollak, Bell. Telephone Laboratories

Mina S. Rees,,City University of New York

Max M. Schiffer, Stanford Univ,ersity

George Springer, University of Kansas .

Patrick SUppes, Stanford University

A. H. Taub,. University of Illinois

Stephen White, Edveational Services Incorporated

Samuel S.Wilks, Princeton UniversitY.

Jerrold R. Zacharias, Maisachusetts InStitute of Tephildlogy
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Conference
.on

Teachet Education

Pine Manor Junior College Brookline, Massachusetts
June 13 - uly 8, 1966

List df Participants

The following, grouped according,to
time spent at the meeting,partictpated
in the Cambridge Conference on Teacher

Training.

Four Weeks'

,

Richard F. Arens, University of California, Los Angeles

Charles W. Curtis, University of Oregon

Morton, L. Curtis, Rice University'

Donald A. Darling, Universityof Michigan

F. A. Ficken, New York University

David Gale, Brown UniversitY

John W. Green,'University of California, Los Angeles (Chairman)'

H.,J. dreenberg, University of Denver

H. Brian Grirffiths, UniVeraity of Southampton, England

Leon A. Henkin., University of California, Berkeley

+L.

William G. Lister, State Universit New York at StonybrOok

Mina. S. Rees City University of New York 4

George Sprj.nger, Indiana University

Sr= Szabo, University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics

Shlomo Z. Sttrnberg, Harvard University
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S. James Taylor,:UniverSity,of London, England

Bryan Thwaites, University pf Southampton, England

Marion I. Walter, Education Development Center, Inc.

Edwin Weiss, Boston University,

Alfred B. *illcox, Amherst College

Stephen S. Willoughby, New York University

Two Weeks.

W. T.14artin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

B. J. Pettis, University of North Carolina

Hassler Whitney, institute fot Advanced-Study, Princeton

A Few Days

Edward G. Beglle, Stanford tray rsity

R,Obert B. Davis, Webster Culle e

H. L. Frisch Bell Telephone Laboratori2s .

'Andre* M..Gleason, Harvard University

toter J. Hilton., Cornell University

Samuel Karlin, Stanford University

Burt A. Kaufman, Sputhern Illinois University

Henry O. Poalak, Bell Telephone Laboratories'

Gail S. Young, Jr.', Tula#e University

I.

I.
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',.----, From EduCatIonal Development Center

.1
Hugh P. .Bradley

Jerfte S. Bruner, Halkard University

John H. Durst6n

Edward T. Esty

Ph llis R. Klein

L. Lee Osbtirn

David A..Page

;Messrs. C..W. Curtis, I. L. Curtis, Davis, Durston, Green, Lister.,

Epringer, Szabo, and Willcox composed the writing group for the

'Report,
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.Conference
on

.Integration of Mkthematics and Science Education
,

at

.Pine Manor Junior College, Brookline, Massachusetts.
' August 21 - September 8, 1967

List oi Participants

Professor'Andrew N. Gleasonkliarvard University,. Chairman of the ConferenCe

,

James L. Aldrich, Education Development. Center.

Max Beberman, C4rriculum Labortory, University of /11inois

Edward G. Begle, Department of.Mathematics, Stanford,University

C. B. Bell, Department of Mathematics Case Institute.of Technology

Truman Botts, Department of Mathematics', University. of Virginia.

Hugh P. ieradley, Education Development Center

kando1ph Brown, Education4)pvelopment Center

Robert B. Davis, Madison project, Syracuse UniVe ity

J. A. EasleY, Jr., Curriculum Laboratory, University. of Illinois

Camilla Fano, Chicago, Illinois --

Abraham: S. Flexer, Biology Department, Harvard University
1

Maurice S

Andrew M.

.jox, Biology Department, Massachusetts Institute ,pf Technology

Gleason, MathematAcs Department Harvard .Universit4

Alan Holden, Chemistry Laboratories, Bell Telephone Laboratories

1

Robert....Karplus,,Department of Physics, bniversity'of 'California 'at Berkaey,

John G, Department'of Physica., assachusetts.Institute or'rechnology

Edward. J. Lofgren, Radiation Laboratory, Universityof California at Berkeley

Earle L. Lomon, Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

lichard G. Long, Education .DevelOpment Center

*

W. T. Martin, Department of Mathematics, Massachusetts IneUtute of Technology

paul D. Merrickolepartment of Biol4y, Webster College--
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Frank.J W.BrieN:Staff-Engineer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology_

Henry Oi Pollak,..Mathematics Research Center, Bell Telepkaon Laboratories

Peter B. Shoresman, El6mentary School-StienceProject, University of Illinois.

Benson R. Snyder,.Medical Department,. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Marion Walter, Graduate School of Edudation, Harvard-pniverSity

Ranier,Weiss, Department.of Physics,: Massachusetts Institute:of Technology

j

James N. Werntz, Jr., Department of Physics, Univeraity of Minnesota,

Gonstance E. West, Education Development Center
_-

Jerrold R. Zagharias, Departmedt of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

. .

Professor David A. Page (gpc) and Mr. Wallace Feurzeig (Bolt Beranek and

Newman Inc.) each visited the conference to.describe the curriculum units

they were.developing.

v .



APPENDIX C

GOALS FOR SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
'

Summary of te Report

The Cambrid e Conferenc
0

on School Mathematics

A.conference inCambridge, Maspachuset s
Science'Foundation and administered by.Educa

-was held.June 18 to.July.12, 1963, to discuss

curricula. The main purpose was to reconsider.the strncture .of mathe-
maticseducation, and to sketch a. rough Outline of possible new frame-
wOrk,lor the primary and secondary school. Soie,twenty-five mathematicians

=1-mathematic's users; from university or indus ry,.attended. ihe conference

'lite fields reptesented.included.algebra, geome ry,-topology,analysis,
°statistics, applied mathematics, Physics, and.chemistrY..

sponsored by the Natiorial
onal Services Incorporated,*

he future of mathematics

It was agreed froM the outset that,.in setting goals for mathematics
curricula, the conference would' have to defersonsideration,of the seri-
ous and closely'related problem ofteacheetraining uptil. its first_takk

wasotonipleteL.. The conference-also took 'account of the possibility. that
there may-be instrinsic limitations on the ability of'young,children

to handle mathematical ideas; however, it felt that.the boundaries Of
these Iiiitations,-lif they exist, are not well defined, and,there is as
yetflittle evidence concerning the degree tO which. they can be changed

byw;he teaching ptocess. Recognizing then that its work-was necessarily
of W.tentative-natureonference turned,to its.main objective, the
curricuilum:ftom K,through

Tb conference found itielf essentially in coMplete agreement on the

mataiiaiical aims of theelementary.schobl.-

Throughtbelantróduction of the numberline, the child would be
started imMediate8 on the whole real number system,,including negatives.
To be sure, at first he would have formal name d. only.for integersland the

-siMplest rational nuMbers, but all of his work would keep.him.aware,of
the existence of other numbers, and the fact that they too have sums,

.products4. etc. By this wedding of arithmetic 'and geometry at the pre-

Mathematical level, the intilition of the child.would be developed and
exploited, and the significance of the arithmetical operations entiche4.

Moreover, the Child provided with these ,complementary viewpoints,
would have,a very good dhance.to understand the easential nature of

-mathematics and its relationship,to the "real" world. '

Thd
from the
and ord4 r

4

order properties of th9 real .number.system would be studied
beginning, and would be used in inequalities, approximation,
of.magnitude estimates.

*Now Edtication Development Center
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e useof Cart sian coordinates ("crossed"number lifie0 would begin

almost as soon ae-the nUMber line. itself. 'Moreover,iwe agree with

FreUden al and other foneers, that an-early development ofthe child's ;

spatial- ntuition is essential; Study of the standard.shapes in two and

:.three di sions Would continueconcurrentlyi anciWould
o
include discussion

of their etries.

The no ions of functions and.set are to be us-. throughout ;. of course,

:set theory a d formal logic should not be eTphasizes as such, but the child

should be abl td build'hia early.mathematical experi nce into his habitual

language. In ormal algebra should,be taken up along w futhe arithmetic

f operations.

(
Thetonfer nce agreed that reahonable proficiency in ithmetic.compu-

.tation and algeb aicmanipulations is essential to the stude,t of mathematics.

this-is- not n argument-in favor of a curriculum devoted .rimarily to

.

computation with aontrived numbers through fhe whole of gramma school. .Long

pages of addition ndAtultiplication problems add nothing to:La, udent's

understanding of th processes involved; nor do they teachhim wh n.to add

_or multiply. At be they improVe the compUtational speed of a s udent

who understands 'how to dd---the_4iiorithms -(an objective that by itse fhad

little'appeal to the members'.of the Conference)-; at worst, they diss pa'te

ot destroy the intere t that a goocistudent has in the subject. Efiti eiy.

adequate practiCe in. omputation can be built inta.problems that, on t eir

own. merits, genuinely attract.the Student's interest.

/ .

('

Because of both its intuitive.appeal and its basic importancei- ther

should be an.introduction 0 the elementary ideas of probablility and sta !-

istical judgment, accompanied byconcrete experimentation withrandom pro-

Cesses.

:

. ,

.

The concern for motivation, applications, and,the interplay between

mathematicS in the physical' world, is a constant- theme of the conference

report. This is.constrained by the limited science experience in the

elementary school. However, geometry itself offers a richf-area within
.

which the students can explore the relation between physical Objects-and !

., their idealized' mathematical abstractions. As the student's experience

deepens, it will be possible tO introduce-more sophisticated models.

.

Having studied arithmetic and geometry, mostly informally, in the .

elementary sChool, the, student will be prepared for a.sound treatment of

,
leoMetry and the algrebra of polynomials, beginning in the seventh grade.

. .

The'mathematics curriculum for the secondary school can therefore go much

.further than it commonly.does at preSent. The prograkof a student who

elected mathematics.each year will,'at the end of the 77elfth year,'have

Containe a closely-knit presentatiOnof calculus, linear algebra, and

probabil y, involving n brief introduction to other mathematical topics.

-

.

The conference did 'lot reach.any substantial agy690At as to the

o der of presentation or the specific 'content for.this"frogram. Indeed

Alite
- e multitude;of Sound proposals suggest that there is certain to be no

pique optimal solution, Two arrangements of the material\proposed for

!' 9 el



the secondary level were developed in some detail.
P

The conference'also arrived at other xecommendations'which dealt

More with methods of presentation than with apecific mathalatical con--6
tent. It was felt, for'example; that it was desirable to adopt tile

"spiral" approach-, in which 'every new topic is introduced early under

low pressure.and is then.Teconsidered repeatedly, each time with.more.
sophistication, and each time showing more of its interconnections with
thet rest of the subject. The result should be a sort 'of guided tour of

maehematics. This approach has'many important advantages. "In the first

place,. the baaic'Unity of the subje.v is automatically. stressed. More-

over.- in the upper grades, this approach.implies that the student will

be exposed concurrently. to a mixture of.iniuitive "pre-mathematics" and
rigorous Mathematics. Providea that'the distinctionds made clear tO the
student, this will giiie g much More inomest.pictureitofwhat.mathematics is,
fanorganism continuously growing through the interaction of. intuition'and
-logical anal IS; rather.thgn a. static structure' walled about by sterile

rigor. (7

[ . .

aNledt.of the-sathe precept led tu-the suggestion that tOpics'

rece ve mul plgrmotivation. During the pre-mathematiC4atage of some .

topics, it Hay be wisto give several different inforthal presentatiOns,/:
each leading up to the desired goy. (e.g.-the Tules for multiplication.of.

.

negatives), rather than to...leave-students with the feeling-that there 0
only one correct road.' IdeallY, -this.should help-to convey to:the student
the important fact that mathematic& is somethingone does,- nOt something

that.Oneabsorbs paasively. One would hope to strengthen the.impresaion
.that a mathematical idea appeared first as the.solution to gome problem /

by some.person. The.problems:thus becoMe.a matter of.importance equal to'.

Or even greater than that or the textual Material-itself: It was there
fore' felt that the design of imaginative probleM Bequences'involving-com-
binations of routine techniques and'"disdOveri"Procedures was.a matter of
thegreatest:importandeincurricular-developmentb;

1

V.
.
there is much.that must be done before the'ideas in this proposal

can be,implemented, Someof the suggestions in the report are already

being tried in soMe of the current educational experiments, either piece-.

meal or-:as part of some-more extensive program. However, t ere'musthe )

: many fukther experiments to determine juat 'what is possibl , and at what '..

age levels. Texts:and suPplementary materials will have to be Written.

Unquestionably,.the most difficultprOblem lies'in the training Of teachers',

upoti whom the Occesa or failure of curri$ular reform ultimately rests. Nor
iathis an isolated problem:for the pressure to advance our mathematical -.

. *
^

'goals's being felt at all levels of the profession,.and one faCet of ..9le

problem cannot be solved in isolation fromthe-others.: If the proposals,

forMulated by the conference are to-become a reality' within the foreseeable,
'future, it ls necessary that the entire mathematical community devote Con-
siderable attentionto the training.of teachers at ail levels.

a
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The steering c0mmittee for this study consisted of E. G. Bt(gle,

J. S. Bruner, A. M. Gleason,,M.' Kac, W. T. Martin (Chairman), E. E.

Nage, M..Rees, P. Suptles, S. White, and S. S. Yilks. The conference

'was organized and administered by Educational Services Incoeporated,k
Watertown, Mass'achusetts, under.a grant fron the National Science Fcunat

dation. Iv

Thelollowing'garticipated in the conference:

lk. Auslander

. G. Begle
' Buck

G. F. Carrier:
J. Cole

R. B. Davis
R. P. Dilworth
B. Ftiedman

H. L. Frisch
A. M. Gleason

) P. J. NAlton
J. L. HOdges
S. Koenig
C. G. Lin

, E. L.eLomon'
E. E. Moise

F. Mosteller

At the close of,the.conference a
Davis, A. M.'Gleason. E. L. Lomon, E.
draft report was reviewed and revised
ust'and attended by:'

M. Auslander
E. G. Begle,

R. B. DaVis
H. L.'Frisch

4

H. 0. Pollak
M. Reek
M. 14. Schiffer

G. Springer
P. Suppes
A.. H. Taub

S. S. Wilke
R. Zacharias

I

draft report,was repared by R. B.

E. Noise, and . Springer, This
at two meetings held'late in Aug-

A. M. Gleaio
P. J. Hil on

5.,Roenig
, E. L. Lomon,

W. T. Martin

E. E. Moise

H. 0. Pollak
G. Wringer
S. S. Wilka;

-.by Max BebermanlDirfctor of University of Illinois Committee on Scho61'
_ _ .

Mathematics, Walter- renowitz of the African Mathematics Program of

*luoitiontl Services'Incorporated, and Dr.':Frank B. Alien,.President of

the National Council of Teachers of Mathematic:4; and by John Mays and

Riehard E-.-Paulson of the National Science FoUndation.
*si

d
;The full report is tiovi b ing.prepared for publication, and will be

available in the near futu.ré.f In.its colnpleted forp it will run some-,

hh.were in te neighborhood pf 80 pages.Ns . . .

-
Thissummary of the full report was prepared by a sub-committee con-

sisting of R. C. Buck, P. J. Hilton and H. 0. Pollak.

:410w EduCatiOn Developmant.Center;;NeWton, Massachusetts
,

4

September 15, 1963

4N



APPENDIX D

CAMBRIDGE CONFERENCE ON SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

International Congress of Mathematicians, Moscow, 1966

Report

a

It was decided theta report should be. made to the International

.mfress.of MathematicUins, Moscow 1966, on the activities ofi the Cam-

bridge Conference on School MathImatics (cm). Profpssor Hilton, co-

chairman of CCSM agreed to make the.report.which was delivered to

Section,15 of the Congress pn Friday morning, August 26.

PrafessOr Hilton reviewed the history of curricular reform in math-

ematics in the United States, drawilig heavily On the doCument written by

Dr. Hlavaty for the'bitchley Park CCSM - SMP conference. He then discussed

the special role played by CCSM sincek,its inception in.the summer.Of 1963, .

detailing the actiVities undertaken and laying particular emphasislon the

flexibility.of its operations and its.attempt to prepare for future -

rather than presentL needs in mathematical education. A feature of CCSM

which aroused particular interest was the irivolvement of university mathe-

maticiansTof international reputation in the design of courses at the most

elementary levels. 4

Professor Hilton closed his review by referring to the role CCSM had

also-tried to play of bringing.togetWer representatives of.different groups

and.trands in curricular research to exchange ideas and information about

projects:in progress Or about to be undertaken. He observed that such

oeoperation.should surely extend inth the international field arid gave
1.,

as his personal'opinion the conviction that\.an essential requirement was

the establishment Of. an international lbtrnal of repute in which descriptive,

613

0
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controversial and critical articles Could be read by the scholars and

teachers of.the worl&with interegts in mathematfcal education.

It is agreeable to report. that the.session was remarkably well at-

tended (it shouid.be noted that the 15'sections met simultaneously) and

.that the discussion wail lively and constructive; indeed, it waS' necessary

to allow 45 minfites instead of the usual 20 minutes for the.report and

discussion. 'Many requests were received for CCSM literature.froM European

mathematicians, and. there was general.agreement, on the neassity,for-an

international journal.. Two points of detail which recyrred in the disim

cussion were the following: (a) It was asked whether CCSM has a distinc-

,

tive philosopiy of mathematical eduCation(explicity, does CCSM endorse

Polys's view;does CCSM favor.the discovery method?), and (b) is kt posgible

,for university mathematicians to contribute effectively to curricular

work without exposing.themselves to a substantial amount of classroom ex-

AL

perience? The second question in partiallar raises issues which are.very"

4

much in the mind of members of the Steering Committee ofrCCSM.

Professor Hilton was able to hold many informal discussions during

the period of the,Congress wfth mathematicians of varfOus coUntrieg

cludirig, of course ,.the SOviet Union) interested in problems of mattlematical

0

education. These contacts should prOve of great value:in the-subsequent

development-of the work of CCSM.

riIQ ft,



ARPENDIX E

Sales and Distribution

GOALS BOOKS

-The three Goals hooks were published by HoughtoniNifflin
Compahy, BostoW. Latest information On sales and distri-

bution.of each book:
71;

Sales: 21,380 -

Sam_p1ea:- 4,107

Sales: 1,848 -

Samples: 3,343

1,688. 'Aigh

1,597 AI!

.FEASIBILITY SUDIES

Goals for School Mathematics [1963]

Goals for Mathematical Education [1967]

of.Elementary School .Teachers

Goals for the Correlation. of Ele- [1969]
Mentary Science and Mathematics

PriOr to,sending the Feapibility Studies to ERIC Information
Analysis Center for Scidhce Education [1460 West Lane Avenue,

Columbus, Ohio 43221] diétribution from the-EDC office was as

follows: (approximate figures)

A total of 650 requesta were.received and answered.

1. 3,000 assorted:studies have bten sent in reply to 300

requests.

350 hill sets of studies gave been sent in reply to
the remaining'350 requests,.

"MO/



APPENDIX

Feasibility,Studies

1. A Pioposed Syllabus for the Seventh Grade
2. Elementaiy Modern Mathdpatics from the Advanced Standioint
3. Proposed Program for the Tenth Grade
4.Order Structure in Elementary Mathematics
5. A Problem.

Jo. Units
* 7. 'Probability e

8. Notes on Desirable Responses at End of Six04Year
.

9. Stream of Ideas on Checks, Approximations, and Order of Magnitude Calculations
10 Complex Numbers Leading to Trigonometry
11. Use of Negative Digits in Arithmetic

%

. 12. Ose of Shife Theorem in. Differential Equations
13. Topology in Tenth Grade and After

.

.
14. SMSG and the "Gifted Child"

,....1

. 15. What High School Juniors and Seniors Don't Know
16. The Use of Units
17. Expioration
18. The Exponential Function
19. ,A Proposed Course in Ninth Grade Geometry

.

20. Multiplication of'Negative Numbers
21. Kindergarten

(
22. Morse School--First Grade (Inequalities Unit)
23. Morse School--Second grade (Multiplication and Thg Symm try of Squares and

1
24. Morse School--Third Grade (Chip Trading & Symmetry Unit ) Triangles)
25. Morse School-Third and Sixth Grades (Graphs,and Their

/
pplications)

26. Morse School-third Grade (Vector Geometry)
27. Morse School--Sixth Grade (Elementary Number Theory) Superseded by 1/35
28. Morse School--Slopes and Limits (Leisons & Co'mmentary) .

a .

29. Report of Activities in Cambridge during July and August, 1964 under CCSM
30. Experimental Teaching
31. Palo Alto-Second Grade (Geometry, Logic and Matrices) . ,

* 32. Stanford--Eighth Grade (Geometry through Symmetry)
* 33. Progress'Reports on Estabrook Project, Covering March 1964 through June 1965
34a. Demonstration of Mirror Cards to Estabrook Teachers
*34b. Informal Geometry for Young Children
34c. Symmetry Motions for Elementary School (Parts I and II)
* 35. Hosmer School--Sixth Gtade 1964-65 (Elementary 'Number Theory)
36. Report of SMSG/CCSM Conference in March, 1965

* 37. Collected Reports of CCSM Writing Conference, Summer, 1965,
* 38. Inequalities and,Real Numbers as a Basis for School Mathematics
* 39. Geometry Report
*40. Symmetry Motion Classes'
* 41. Probability Lessons at Hancock Sch)ol, Lexington
* .42. "Inequality" LessOns at Adams School, Lexington
43a. An Experimental Text id Transformatinal Geometry - Student Text
43b. An Experimental Text in Transformational Geometry - Teachers' Guide

* 44ge. Geometry -"Teachers' Guide
* 44b. Geometry - Children's Workshedcs p

* 45. Averages, Areas and Volumes
46. A Second-Grade Experiment in Mathematics

*Available from: ERIC Information Analysis Center for.Science Education, 1460 West
. Lane.Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43221
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APPliNDIX G

,The Ditchley Conference

School Mathematf8s Reform
46 in

-Jwo Cpuntries

Earle L. Lomon

The first wave of mathematics curriculm reform has crested in both

the United Kingdom and the United Stat s. Those.initial efforts were

sensitive to the traditional curriculun, school organization and teacher

preparation of each country. New currjicula had to be,aeparate4 tested

on a small scale before being committ d to large-scale usa within each

country. Until these results were seen, it was unlikely that either

party cdhld'help the other siguificantly. Published texts and reports

allowed the monitoring, of the ideas and progress of the other party.

Now that both countries have had experience on a'wide scale with the

"new math," a second wave of new curricula is fOrming. At this stage

it is appropriate to capitalize on the Ccrrobative, contradictory or

complementary experience of the .two countries. For'such a purpose the

Ditchley Conference was called, attended by American and British mathe-

maticians and teachers involved in the development of the new Curricula.

.' Initiative tor the Ditchley Conference was taken by Professor Bryan

Thwaites and Professor W. T. Martin. The former is director of the School

Mathematics Project (S.M.P,), the most extensive project of its type in

England. The latter,is Chairman of the CaMbridge donference on School

Mathematics (C.C.S.M.). S.M.P. undertook to invite the United Kingdom .

delegation and to obtain the conference facilities. The American delegates

were invited by C.C.S.M whose participation was funded by the Carnegie

Corporation and the National Science Foundation. The major Britigh and

American curriculum projects were well represented at the conference; this

excellent representation indicates the degree of interest.aroused in both

countries by the topic - a comparative evaluation of American and Britigh

curricular innovations in mathematics. The particiants are listed at the '

end Of this article.

Tile meeting was held SepteMber 9 -.11, 1966, in the comfortable

setting of.Ditchley Park Estate,-Oxfordshire. The Ditchley Fpundation

supports the Estate ap an "Anglo-American Conference Centre." This note

is intedded to relate my personal impressions. A report for distribution

ln the United Kingdom Rhs been prepared by Professor Thwaites.

T.
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,
Professor Thwaites and Professor Martin, the, co-ghairmen, skillfully

preserved a relaxed atmosphere. The topics.of the plenary and group

sessions are appended. I.shall make no attempt to relate my remarks to
particular.sessions.

As.the two-delegations wale sufficiently sophisticated to learn as
much from differences es from similarities in the two countries' mathe-
matics programs, the conferees were alert to variations of accomplishment
and attitutde. A difference affecting all of the secondary school pro-
grams is in the degree to which geometry is integrated with algebra or
analysis. SMSG and other widely used new American texts largely maintain
the.traditional separation of these materials. Important exceptions

occur in the presentation of such topics as graphing. In the texts of

S.M.P. and of tht Midlands Mathematical ExpeiIment, these subjects are
interlace0 in each term, with frequent crossf referencing. W'reiated
divergence is the larger degree of systemati ation and formality in
the American courses. Historical reasons for these differences are_dis-
cernible, but it is more interesting to inquire about the present reaction@
and future intentions of the two groups.

I digress here ta make A point I believe to be essential. There is

a wide divergence of attitudes among those active in curriculum deVelop-

ment on each side of the Atlantic. The Spread-Of opinion on either side
is greater than the difference of the average opinion between the.two.'
countries. .Any opinion or attitude concerning school mathematics that has
substantial support in one country will have important advocates in the

other. Present differences of substwe are mostly due to the pressure
of historical and accidental circumstance. The actual diversity of opin-

ion in the United States is well known to those who have participated.
Tho meeting displayed a similar diversity among the initiators of curri-
culum reform in the United Kingdom. .

41

The existence of reform curricula in both countries has effected a
separation from the historical requirements. This allows the succeeding,_

reforms in each country to progressively approach a common result. In my
opinion the major circumstance causing the present difference of emphasis
in the two countries is the relative brevity of experience in the United
Kingdom with new mathematics in the elementary school. The first large-
scale, elementary school project was introduced only last September, by
the Nuffield Mathetatics Project. This project is sophisticated, and
well in advance of the first such Aierican atterd"pts. However, its impact

has not yet been feit. For most of the British curriculum developers, this
leaves the early sgpondary school mathematics as the beginning of the
*spiral" of mathemitics ideas and applications. An intuitive approach

at thifilevel is thus prescribed. The dominantly intuitive development

of many topics is now expected by Americans to take place in elementary
school.: It follows naturally that a larger degree of systematization
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ind deductive reasoning is planned for secondary-School courses. I

would expect a similarevolution in the United Kingdom to. take place

beOleen the com4kg tevision and the one succeeding it.

On the other hand, the impact of the first reform has made th

American schools more'flexible with respect to the organization

topics. The United States projdcts, will probably take the next oppor-

tunity to use several specific effective,examples, developed in the

United Kingdom and here, of combining geometric and algebraic'material.

An important, example of complementary curriculum investigatiOna eXists

in thew experieice of each country with motion (or transformation) geometry.

The S.N.P. program uses symmetry as the organizing principle for much of

its geometry. We can here observe on a large scale the efficacy of the

approach in the context of a related program. In the United States the

experiments have been directed towards finding an effective intuitional

development of symmetry motions in elementary school, developing through

theAdhior high school into a systematic basis for geometry and modern

algebra in high schodl. These experiments have 'been on a small scale,

and not in the context of a related mathematics course. The United King-.

dom experience can be taken as strong encouragement for the large-scale

development of-the American materials.

One of the claims most often made for the "new illth" is that it

teaches unifying concepts which help the student generalize and transfer

from one problem tolnother. The introduction of "se.ts" at an early pri-

mary grade is usually justified in that way. It is thus salutary that

-delegatesifrom both countries felt that we are only coming to grips with

a unifying languige end imagery. The rble of "set theory" or "functions"

In concisely stating the structure of different branches of mathematics

was said to require more experience and sophistication in mathematics

than the student would have through hia school years. A corollary is

,that the introduction of such topics as setsand functions must avoid

being pretentious or fotmal. There was more hope and intention among.

'Anericans than Smong Britons that the improvement of the curriculum would

eventually-Permit some revelation of.tructural4 unifying signficance of

concepts.

Both groups stressed the importance of developing and continually

.presetting 'good applications of the mathematical ideas .2nd tools. The

,best'applications use the approprieke mathematiCs to.seEdY situations of;

importance. TheYelucidate the modeling process giving.the student the

power to devise his.own applications.- Unfortunately, mathematical state-

ments are Usually alustiated.by'an artificial question whose result is

of little,relevance...Often the mathematics to be Aracticed is not the
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most relevant to the problet. In both-countries there have been

! collectionsmade of good:applications. ,

Good applications tend t.03 go deeply into the field of the appli-

cation, so that More than the matheMatics curriculum is involved. In,'

.this country we.are beginning explorations of the correlation of the

mathematics. with the science curricula. .he absance of science material

in.the United Kingdom.elementary schools has left'the matter of correla-

tion less urgent.

In:the-light of the need'for good appliCations, the teadhing of some

probability and.a little statistics is very.appealing. All of arithmetic

is applied in obtaining distributiond from data, and in,calculating theo-

retical distributions.' The Mathematics of probability is in turn applied

to problems'in almost every scientific and sociological endeavOur. Ex- .-

perimental probability can be introduced in the earliest years, and the

theory developed as facility with sets, algehra and'analysis is successively.'

'developed. The subject,shows what so few laymen realize, that mathethatica

can deal with imprecise information, and indeterminate models. I expect

thatprobability and perhaps statistics will soon have a major role in the

curridula of both countries.

in present practice.the British give more emphasis to cardinal numbers

'add. discrete algebraic systems, and in the United States there-has been

-a tendency to develop,the Concept of real numbers at an early stage, and

later treat fields and analysis.. Present'opiniOns in boih countries are

widely divergent.

The.program of ,the conference 'directed us to discuss matters of

teadhing style and method, as well as content. .It 4 perhaps surprising

that the United Kingdom emphasis on.informality in the presentation of

mathematics is not torrelated with strong emphasis on an "open-ended

discovery" classroom approach. We viewed a film in which a deeply in-

volved Madisbn Project class was purposefully non7directed by Professor

Robert avis. Most, if not all, of the British present felt that the

studea could not extract useful results from the emotional discussion,

or they estioned whether the usual'teacher could handle the situation.

Lest one.is still tempted to oversimplify the contrast of United States

and United Kingdom attitutdes, it should be noted that Professor Dayis

.has an inprest in the teaching of axiomatic structures and some level

. of logic to the very young:

Consideration was given to the results af behavioural science and

learning studies dl psYchologists. In bothcountries thera have been

only minor attempts at' devising curricula Oriented about approaches

'suggested by these.Studies. Their results on.perception and mental_r,..-

skills at different ages have been interpreted as indicating Oportent:-

but not insurmountable obstacles tO the, goals of. the mathem,gts
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culum. The major programs in both countries take the findings.of

psychologists.into account by, for instance, i careful developtient of

spatial perception at the age they think it relevant. 'Aliore direct

reaction to those findings would be to ignore specific types of per-

ception until they develop "naturally." Very little curriculUm develop-

ment has been based on the latter reaction.

Profesaor A. Gleason suggested a direct use of the educational

.process that is perhaps best understood - the conditioned reflex. There

are many good reasons to concentrate on more interesting mathematics in

elementary school than the traditional arithmetic drill. Professor E. '

Begle had reported on a very satisfying SMSG experiment.in which seventh

grade children behind grade level idcomputation -were relieved of all

computation for a year. At the end of the year they had, onl-the aver-

age gaineCtwo and- a half years in arithmetic.reasoning and also one

and a half years in computation! But there will be childrenl.who are

poor computers at the end of,several grades of stimulating and mathemat- .

ical ideas, just as there ate at the end of several grades Of boring

drill.- Professor Gleason pointed out that the skill'of the behavioural

scientist at inculcating responses.may provide a comparatively painless

'and rapid way of remedying the situation for these children. !

Ihe effect of .technical revolutions on the teaching of mathematics

receiVed.much tacention. The British delegates were.impressed bye' tbe

appearance of computer consoles in many American secondary schools.

Although there-was little enthusiasm for courses. in programming as such,'

integrated use of a computer in the mathematical course had wide appeal.

Many advantages to the availability of'a computer were cited. In prob-

lem solving additional insight would be given into the procedure of

solution, even for analytically soluble problems. Application could be

introduCed, for.which the dOmparison of computed numbers with measured

numbers would-not have.otherwise been possible. The programming itself

was regarded as a trainingin careful, preciie thought and .in logic.

'On'another level the,use of A computer proVided motivation to the stu-

dent, confidence through checking and a release from boring computation.

The, reaction was very different inhen attention Wat directed towards

-computers as teaching Machines; that is, programmed to teach the student

.rather than programmed7by the student. The expectation was expressed

t4at the-programming.of sufficiently flexible kind subtle teaching would

bd a formidable task.. Very costly investments would be required in the

highly'competitive computer industry. It was feared that the resultant

industry pressUre may lead to early adoption preceding the proper dev-

elopment and testing of teaching programs. 'This would leave schools with

the blirden,of expenaive and perhaps harmful computer-based teaching machimes.

:The recommendation.was that ttle mathematical qtipmunity should devote

seriOus study to computer7,based.instruction with the-object of producing
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an acCeptable product or at least being an effective critic. The

British felt that.there was little immediate danger of funds being

available in their country for an over-commitment.

The need for large-scale testing was.a matter of concern to the

Br ish. This is needed in the relative evaluation of curricula

(as the National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Abilities of

SMSG) f not for'the grading of increasing numbers of students. Pro':

fessor P. Dilworth presented impressive evidence of the reliability

of caref lly prepared objective machine-scored tests. It would appear. .

that they are more reliablqipredictors (of something!) than the con-

ventional essay type" reseonses that require careful reading. As

Professor D lworth pointed out, an advantage of large-scale machine-

scored test g is the possibility of statistically ahalyzing pre-tests.

The modified test prepared on this basis contains a higher perCentage

of meaningfu questions. The British expressed the desire for the help

of American ting experts in devising tests° of their own.

The growin exchange of information between the resulting curiiculum

development in moth countries will tend to bring them closer together.
However, differe ces in organization and attitude, noted at the confer-

ence, will condi ion the relative direction of progress for some time

to come. There i an existing difference in the standards for teachers

(masters) and in he content of their training. Standards are more uni-

form inthe,United Kingdom and on the high side of the United States

levels. The small r percentage of college bound students in the UniteaN-

Kingdom will be a ctor in determining the content of secondary school

instruction. The p esence in the U.S.S.R. of schools specialized to
mathematics or scie ce was discussed and the few. American parallels

noted. This has impact on only a small part of the student population.

-In the United Kingdom some specialization takes.place in secondary schools

prior to college entrance, as it does in differing forms in the United

States.

I detected a difference of attitude that may lead to long-term

differences in the curricula of the two countries. The dominant Ameri-

can attitude (remember the individual diversity!) is that some_ability

to use the subtler mathematical ideas asso,ciated with symmetry, contin-

uity, probability, and_modeling should be-widely diffused througp the

population. In the United Kingdom the desire is, it seems to me, to

present these more esoteric topics to the general population only at the'

conceptual level, reserving any formal command for the more "practical"

skills. Calculus, for example, is considered relevant only for btudents

going on to be scientists, engineers or mathematicians. There is clearly

a division on this issue in this country, and this is not the place to

t
;.:°.

fo.
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present the arguments for either approach. But the next "wave" here is
likely to present.a'Program designed to enable the.bulk of the popula
tion to make.some headway in modeling.and analyzing real situations
involving) for instance, probability. In the United Kingdom the more
'formal material maY,be designed for the smaller population that is
.specfally motivated and able.

The direction of the reform movempts may also be affected by
the relatively smaller participation of university mathematicians in
the United Kingdom. In the United States of America, university mathe-
maticians direct curriculum development groups, are on the textbook
writing teams, and are occasionally\in the experimental classrooms. It

was doted that Elope internationally known Soviet mathematicians teach
classes of young children on a regular basis. In the United Kingdom
the university participation has mostly been on the level of general
formulation and advice. The writing, directing and participation in
e*perimental work is by schoolmasters, some-Of whom have been on Uni-
versity faculties. There is a handful of research mathematicians'
participating actively in the curriculum reform.

Host of the American delegates arrived at tAe conference knowing
little of the scope of United.Kingdom accomplishments and intentions
in mathematics curriculum reform..\ It is.my impression that'on the.

whole the United Kingdom continge was better informed of American
accomplishments, but as poorly inf. ued of the' present direction of
our thinking and effort as. we were. theirs. 'Only a few delegates from.

either countryjiad previouily had su ficient contacts,AUch. as in the
AfricanTrogram, to reveal their orie tation to each other.

on leaving we felt thatwe had onl
us, previously ignorant like myself, had
On which new and very enjoyable courses ha
United Kingdam.1 We had become familiar wit
'Of the'key'people inyolvech Their special. in

cations are,now largely known to us.. This is
ablikto efficiently gather further info by corrpspon-

dence 'and inlooking forward to.Woetng contacts. ffective liaison
will undoubtedly expand rapidly from this beginning.:\ There was some
talk of long-term visits by members of one project to a project in the

other country. I look forward to another meeting of th se.two groups
pa which more detailed curriculuM planning may be accomp shed.

scratched the °surface. Some of
earned of the.important scale
e been introduced in the

the organizatioRs and some
erests and their publi-

critical first step
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. ,Original Aims

.

The,DitchleyiMathematical Conference

'Professor'Bryan. Thwaites

WestfieldCollege, ampstead, England

The idea of the conference grew out.of three emergent CircumstanCes.

First, there is'a feeling growing on both sides of the-Atlantic that the

irat-wave-of.syllabus reform inipathematics is nearly spent, that the

work'of the.initial set of major.curriculum study'groups.will soon be

completed. Second, the emphasis-on the similarities.between American

and.British projects Which.inthe past has been felt to be necessary for

the moral of the mathematical evangeliats has recently 13.eeri giving,way

to critical interest in the substantial differences betWeei the approachefi

of the two' countries.. Third, personal contacts between .individual.members

d projects in the twd cduntries have strengthened in the last two or three

yewcsto the point of warm regard and friendship, to the pOint.indeed at.

,whiCh some formal dialogue WaS becomingjeasikle.

August 1965, theiefore, Professor W. T. Martin of the Massachusetts

Institute of TedhAology and ahairtan of the African.Mathematics Program and

the-Camliridge Conferenceon Schodl Mathematics (CCSM), refOrm prograns Of a

non-profit orgatizad.on, Educatipnal Services Incorporated,*.and'Professor

Bryan Thwaites of the UniVersity of Southampton and director of the:British

School Mathematics Project decided to investigate the possibility of a

small Anglo-American conference on School mathematits whose deliberations

would help them tO see more clearly the way ahead and, in particular,the

nature,of the second Wave of curricular reform which they felt was. soon to

gather strengthi They thought that,a gathering of some twelve of the'most

distinguished reformers from each of the two aountries-would be.epormously

profitable for both sides.

Their idea Conmended itself to others, and, as a result, CCSM and,S.M.P.

agreed to aponaor,.jointly, a three day meeting of twelve-a-side, a kind of

Confrontation at whiCh distinctions Of approach would be discuesed construc-

tively in the light.of the differing educational systems of two:aountries.

The eopics in,which distinctions were originally thought to hold special in-

terest
('

were listed in the'leaflet. which served as an agenda:

-1..:Axionatidetion, and its role in mathematical education;

2: .Logical processes, and the need for formal.treatment;

3. Unifying-cOnceptsi.: -.

4. Relative emphasis on diaarete and continuous systems;

5. Plins.and content for geometry, with special reference to its

study through transformations;

*Now.Education.Devefopment Center

40
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6. The.roIe of. calculus And the lead up to it;
7. The iMpact ofomPuters on mathematicet

r.

8. Statistics;
9, Linear'spaces.

v-

In the event, these were rather chan
Q -

.e 2. MembershiP

4

While tuch a email gachering could not-hope for complete coverage,
great care. was taken oVer, the Choice of membership and.the following
who accepted invitations together.held-ahrgadth of knowledge:and ex-
perience which, perhaps, has not been assembled before.*

'

3. The Conference Procedure.. (N.
On Thursday 8th September the towt1 co-chairmen ith four other membera

met-to plan the agenda ih detail and their first conclusion was that the
topics listed.above'did not all do pitstice to die total experied6e avail-.
able at the conference. They also decided that certain subjeces could be
discussed iirofitably.dt once in plenary session with only a short intro- ,

duction prepared in advance by ohe speaker, whereas other subjects needed
examination In small groups ftfore at And discussion by a
plenary session.

The programme as finally carried out therefore consisted of the fol-
loying:

4 ,

Plenary 'Discussions

"Axiomatisetion 9;teits role in mathematical education; at what
age and for what'people? introdutedlby Professor H.B. GriffIths.

"Relative.imphasis on diecrete And chntinuous systems" introciuced
by Protean' P.J. Hiltod.

"Special treatment for highly gifted'Imathematical children" intro-
d4Ced b)0Dr. J.H:

"xAmining procedures" introduced by Professoi R.P. Di1worth.

*List of particiAnts on page G yiii.
A .
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Group Discussions

5.

.

"Teaching And learning methods, computers'in teaching, and
adaptation to cognitive.stylee led by Professor R.B. Davis.

.

"Aims and content for geometry, with special reference to its
study through-tranaformations" led by Dr. A.J. Weir.

7. "The impact of computers on mathematics and on the curriculum"
led by Dr. H. Pollak.

8. "Statistics"11ed by Dr. J,,M. Hammersleyl

9. "Unifying concepts; sets, functions, etc." led by Mx. D.A. Quadling.

10. "Teacher training and the shortage of teachers" led by Mr. C.S.'irope.

11. "Acquisition ot computational skill; arithmetical operations" led
by professor A. Gleason.

12. "Communication with the sciences at school level" led by Professor
E. L. Lomon*

Iewas clear.ffom the start-that time was far too short for agreed
conclusions to be reachad: Group and plenary meetings were therefore
aimed primarily'at exchanges of views between the two countries, the ,

leaders taking the responsibility for producing working summaries rathei
than firm recommendations or agreements.

Three types of reports are to be made of the Conference. The first
will be a detailed account, almost in the form of minutes, which will.
'include the substance of.all the papers Iproduced during the meeting to-
gether with full reports of the.discussfOns of these papers; qhis report
Will be.available to thel membeks of the conference only. The Itecond

will be an account drewnkup by CCS$ for the purposes of the various ESI
programs. And the thitd is this repon which is issued as an S.M.P.
documentT.

'It must be .emphagise4 that this present document does- not necessarily
carry the agreement of all the members of.the conference, either American
.or British. Furthermore, its follOwing paragraphs do not necessarily cor-.

' respond to.any of the topics listed.earlier. It is simply,an account
, 'written by the,British co-chairman and issued on his sole responsibi

NtWertheless, every effort.has been made to ensure that all.members
:had the opporturittycf criticising the first draft'of this report, ai.,it
is hoped that it fairly represents such conSensus as was resettled on occasions

I..../.-..
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The reader must bear in mind constantly what only sloWly was borne

in upon the conference members, namely thiat in many; if not in most,

matters there is no such thing as an American view of a British practice,

an Ametican me,thod or a British philosophy. In a country as vast as the

United States, there is room for every kind of experiment. Perhaps, how-

ever, in our much smaller country we should not be too complacent: too

many university mathematiciang seem still woefully ignorant of the move-

ments in school curricula ilnd it is hoped that this Report will help to

spread information in schools and universities.
# 6

_ &

Finally, it is stressed again that the paragraphs which follow are

barely more than notes about the matters which struke the re orter as

being of the greatest interest and significance. They are Tn no sense

.at all a record of the full transactions of the meeting.

-0047r14t1141P-P,

The trouble with talking
to know where to, begin, bui

stop., Noping new can be sa
points which seem worthy-of-

--,4 I. Geometry
.

,
, ,

.

Over.the last few years the'differencee in the approach to geometry

between the two countries have been marked., BroadiST speaking-the American

projects have centred. on improving the Euclidean axiomS, whereas British

projects have tended to bEeák away from the Euclidean development Of geo-

metry from a motion or vector-space poindof view. A mutt: more recent
.

tendency in the U.S. is to build up the intuitive background for geometry

over several grades before a large block of deductive geometry is attempted

and to' experiment with a variety of approaChes .to';he deductive experience.

In the future, therefore, it is likely:that intuitive mathematical experience

including a variety of ideas- in geometry will be.emphasised in Grades:7, 8, 9,

, and that the more formal work based on this experience will come later in

Grades. 10, 11, 12; In contrast, mo9t recent British development suggests .

that more work on.the deductive aspect of geometry will;be introduced in the

next few years at late pre-O-level stages. For example, ont:twould expect

that-Book 5 of the 11+ S.M.P. course would contain Iar more'deductive work

on geometry than is contained in the 13+ T ahd T4 books. The tendency to
. treat geometry in'smallet chunks is part of a Meneral trend to unify the

enttre mathematical experience and break down he large chunks of-isol4Ited I

material; but the U.S. system of year-loAvun s inany one topic is ex'tremely

difficult to citange Oecause a Ahe fieree mo ty of.the populatift. .

.

4...

about the curriculum'is that it is difficult

nce begun it iS impossale to know where to
within a mere three days,.but there were four

ecord.

.1 .top Fe"

, 411



II. 'Computers

In the U.S.A. sei2reral schools are already equ ped with at least
,one console connected to a central time-sharing' co puter - a natural
corollary to the fast-approachng situation where ach scieutist in a
research laboratory will be supplied with iMmediate comp4er access in
his own room. The development of this faeility seems a matter of his"-
totitsl inevit bility and is likely to proceed ever more rapidly as

1;

computer tech logy reduces the size and cost of computing devices.
Britain appea s to be lagging.most seriously behind both the U.S.A. and
the U,S.S.R. in this'and it may be useful to mention some of the great
advantages of school pupils having immediate access in their classroan
to a computer. First, there is the undeniable motivation which the
actual control of the computer gives to pupils and which is not given
by a computer tp which programs have to be posted for return a few days
later. There is then the possibility of mathematical experiments;.for
example, 'pupils can investigate hypothesis in the siMple theory of numb,ers

which would be quite beyond their capacity without a computer, or they can
investigate the effects of a parameter in a formula. For example, it is

both a very interesting and a mathematically,valuable exercise to investi-
gate the effect of the value of,the parameter k in the following generali-
sation of Newton's iterative formula for finding the squay root of a
positive number A .

,

--

(1 + i)x
1

okxn+ )
.+ xn

Another advantage it§ that in statistics significant work can be under-
taken since there is no practiCal limit to the amou4' 'of data,which can be

fed in and indeed use of a computer should overcome that fear of numbers,
large or small,.whiCh so many pupils haVe. Obviously, the use by the teacher
.and the pUpils'of a console in.a classroom would-have a profound effectkupon
teaching methods and poseibly also on the Whole devetpment'of.the mathemati-
cal curriculum; it does not seem, however, to beA.n line withHpresent thinking
that Xhere should:b4 separate courses about computers or their progFamming at

.the secondary level. It should perhaps be finally.mentioned that de use of

computers offers an enfirely new way of beginning arithmetic at ihe grade I
level; some teachers are already thinking of postpoing.the development of
algorithms in arithmetic until a muCh later stage, say grade 5 or 6, and int-

t roducing the operations of arithmetic in a purely functional sense in the..

f earlier grades. Attention vas also drawn to tfie existence )in America of very
email computers'which would accept stored programs'through.touch-button input .

Which cost only about 3,00Cfand are' the size.of.ja portable typewriter.

4
V



III. Statistics

It seems worth'recording a feeling whiCh seemed to .be quite wide-

spread that statistics and probability should not be treated as subjects

distinct from the main mathematics course and that much more effort
should be put into drawingatatistical ideas from the general 'develop-

;ment.of mathetatical curriculum, :The age of 11.is certainly notoo

young for the.ideas of statistics'to be introduced and it-was also felt

to be unrealiatic to rely on any substantial knowledge of the oalculds

when designing a-sixth-form dourse'of statistics. This latterpoint

may lead to less emOhasis being placed upbn continuous didstributions

than has been the custom. / -

IV. Honest Applications

An,interesting point arose when the typical BTitish approach to

applied mathematics was contrasted to the virtual absence of physical

applications in many of the American .programs. The British aiproach

as characterised, for example, by some of.the applied questions in the
1966 S.M.P. A-level examination, was criticised as being too abstract

or unrealistic and perhaps everyone who talked about this at Ditchley

agreed that a mathematical curriculum should'abound in all kinds of ex-

amples and applications drawn from'the real world but that these should

display an honesty.or a.reality which is rarely found at the moment. N

5. Unifying Concepts

In view of the oft repeated claim of new curricula projects that

they present a treatment which makes use of the unifying concepts of

sets, functions and so on, one.of the groups spent some time in ex-,

"amiting-the meangfulness of such claims. This group seemed to conclude

that the notion of abinction,for example, possessed no inherent power

cf'dnification nor, indeed, had any special 'value as a pivotal point in

a syllabus. The emphasis perhaps should'lie mote on the use.of these V

ideas Asa Component ofthe'normal mathematical vocabulary and the.main

value of many of the concepts wy.ch tend to be labelled "modern" is

that they.extend the word power and the area from which examples can be

drawn. In.this,discussion it was suggested, too, that chilften should

be brought up'to be very flexible in their use of notation and should

.
be Allowed great freedom in the way that they are allowed to Aet out

mathematical work. So long as written work can be clearly understood

and commdnicates the ideas in it well, then there i no need to impose

standard styles of presentation. /'
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Evaluation .

..Two points are worthy of record here. Fii.st of all, researchers--
in the U.S. are not:attempting to make comparative evaluations-between
different curricula projects; even if this were thought desirable
(Which it is not) far more information than is at present available
would be needed to serve as criteria for such cOmparison. Second, the
English team t4as fascinated to hear about the national longitudinal
study of mathematical abilities headed by Professor Begle. This has
been running for four-years already'and has been planned on what seems
to us a:Massive scale. The basic intention is.to try to understand
the interaction betdeen pupils understanding and knowledge and all
the other influences whillp bear upon him,' namely the teacher, the'

parent, his own contemporaries, his environment, and so on. To.this
nd the N.L.S.M.A. drew up avery long list consisting of practically
every question that anyone could thinkof asking about the effects of
'a Mathematical curriculum and'answers to. these questions have been
sought over the years through a multitude, of specially designed tea
covering ,many thousands of children: -It is expected that some of the
first provisional results from this enquirY will be available next year
By contrast., the number of people involved in'evaluation in England is
Very small indeed and-the.results of such researches as are .soing on are
-very little-known. Although one must not underestIitate the amount of
evaluat on which is inherent in' a programme such as the S.M.P.ts in which
material is written over and over again oh the basis of classroom experi-
ence, should neverthelesa.be admitted that this pOcedure is-basically
a subjective one. *

Computerised Education

.0ne of the surprisesOf the'COnference was the time which was s-pent in
dascussing.the possibilitieSjor autoMetic education Oath are- now just
around the corner*TheSe:golar. beSiond:;the-Ordinary tIrpe of teaching
Aid W4th whith we are more:or lessfamiliiejn Englan4the flexibility
ancLtOtal,content Ofa_programmeearning todiine iiii.entianced.by several
orders of:Magnitudelf,,the details of-theroutirie;are stored.fn-a large

:Compdter..:, In the:ultimate state of'development:whichtan be'envisagedob
'at.the Moment each OOpil mill have "his'own individual Valdes of.aseries
'of:Parameters which describe the characteristics bf:hia.learning.processes
:-and current knowledge -"a sUggestedphrase-for this set'ihf parameterivcould

- be.I'dOgnitive style:" A pupil would therefore go into.a asSerooim-4 seat_
. himself at a conSoleWhith.Would, of course, be.remote from the ,ceritro..
compdter, feed into the cohsole his "cognitiVe style" and aisoi'of zodise

. .

hisname and other information which will inform the computer wheke*his
.
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knowl4dge stands #t the .moment and from then on the computer would do the .

Xestf It would $ the'pupil'an example to do or a passage of text to read,
woul..demancLsome.sort of response fromthe pupil and then, in its turn,
mak Ale appropriate response to the.pUpil's performance. In this way, the
pup l would receive'infinitely. more detailed care than any teacher in front
of he class could give. And lest such a system be dubbed as too.impersonal.
.okt should be recorded that such.experiments as have already been made along
th se lines in America and also.in Russia suggest that the pupil'is very
.hi hly motivated by the respOnse behavior of the machine. On-the other

haid the.teacher himself is released by the machine for much
ivdual.and deeper vork of.his Own with his pupils. It was clear that

.th American members of the conference were very, anxious'about the situation
w ich is developing.in the United-States in which many textbook publishers'
a e- being bought up by computer firms who may be eager. for quick returne:

-ontheiY investment;there is therefore a Serious danger that computer
learning programs will-be issued.after very hasty coMpilation and with-
oUt the deep research Which such a revolutionary development in teacher -
methods deserves: It maY be that the British members of the conference
took the view that "it cannot happen here",'but-it seems that .we sould be
wise in this country to anticipate .this development by setting up./an offi-

cial unit to conduct 'research into this method of teaching.

8. Examinationg(

Another prediction for the'future is that the number of candidates in.
:all kinds of examinations' will be so large that even for no other reason
examinations will have to be machine scorable-but there is a natural relud- '

tance onthepart of those who havescherished their'skill at setting' and
1

marking examinations of a traditional style,to admit that machine methods
can be as discerning.

P
It is commonly argued that essayttypetexaminations are preferable since

such questions enable the examiner to test deeper aspects of mathematical

. understanding and to follow Ithe students's detailed line of-reasoningi How- .

.
ever, experts in-the development of multiple'choice questions have devised

techniques which test these aspects by means of queations in the multiple

choice fdrmat. On the other'hand, the constructive of effective multiple
choice examinations is a very dificult undertaking and is not a job for
amateura The indtvidual questions must be pre-tested and a full statistical
analysis made. On this baais, the contribution of the question to the exaMin-

Afton aS a whole can be determined. ComParisons of the predictive ability,

(in terms oi future performance in mathematics courses) of well-prepared
multiple Choice tests and comparable-essay-type teats have shown that the

4
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ttitiltiple choice 'tests ate at least as effective 'as the essay-type tests..

Research in Bngland.on machine testing on the basis of multiple choice

questions ShOuld bepressed forward Vigorously, preferably with the.i

time.help of a 'consultant American expert.

I.

4

\

9. Provision for Specially Gifted Children

Very interesting discussions were centred upon wh4t is now known

to be the Russian custom .of_giving special treatment /from about the age

,
of fifteen to children with special mathematical giftpE; (and indeed other \

subjects too), and it may be4helpful to describe eve;i in a few sentences

the Russian method. The selection of specially gifted children takes

plpce annually by means of the system of Olympiad examinations which are

-0orkanised at the city, region, Republic and Union levels. According to the

number of places available at each higher stage of the educational ladder

.so thelirst so many successful candidates arrange4 in order oftmerit of

Marks, pass on upwards. The teachiag which a boy pr girl gets in his schooi

io prepare him for these Olympiad examinations is /supplemented if he is good

enough-by the work which he will do in his weekly/mathematical circle, which

is a kind of makbematical club. The distinctive eature of these circles

III- that the tutors and teachers at them are usua ly drawn from the post-grad-

uate students or the lecturers and professors of the nearest university or

institute of higher education.and it seems clear that tremendous enthusiasm

is engendered in these circAes both for teaching and for learning. For those

pupils who pass'into the special mathematical sc ools of which there are some

hundreds all over the U.S.S.R. (over and above t e four famous boardtng spec-

ial schools for mathematics) there is a basic cu riculum of six periods a

week mathemativs and a further six periods which'are,devoted to learning how

to use compuxers (as digital or logical machines). Thus the training of the

most able mathematical students in the u.p.s.R. is heavily oriented towards

computers. In the U.S.A. the nearest resemblafice to this system of strict

selectioniby merit in a single liubject are the advanced placement programs

v./ so prevalent. In the United Kingdom it could be said that the system

of specialisation in the-sixth-form is more or less equivalent to the Russian.

system. What is therefore of interest is that there is a tendency in the

/ United-Kingdom to reduce the number of periods spent in specialised study .

at the sixth-form level whereas in Russia and in the States there is a tend- -

ency to increase it. The increase on the one hand and the decrease on the

other indicate a "coming together" of attitutdes on the need for such spec-

%ialisation. It seems certain that the discussions which we shall be having

at the National level in Britain over the nexeyear or two about the nature-

of the sixth-form curriculum should draw heavily On comparisons withexperi-

ences in the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. .

4



. 1 . Teacher Trainining

#

-One point only is here reported on the,discussion about the very

difficult problem of-teachertraining'and especially of the up7dating

and in-eervice:training of teachers. 4 most interesting feature of the

: American reforM scenein the last fewyears has been the production of

large numbers of filMswhiCh are aimed at helping the teacher to learn'

'how to present the new math. Many Englisihmen.have now had the oppor- .

.tunity'to seemany of these films which, 1ms aconsequince,Jieve come in'

for some heavy'critiCism. We would therefore like to stress here,

:while the English film effort is' still in its earliest stages, that to-.

be effective a film has to-have a mast precise objective which must it-

self be'explained fully and in detail during-the. course.of.the film itself,-

G-xviii
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11. Participation of..University. Mathematiciansd_in Curriculum Reform.

Ohe of the outstanding differences between the 4merican and the English

methods of curriculum reform lies in the degree of.participetion of-univer-.

sity mathematicians and in-looking to the future .4wo points seem to bt worth

niaking in connecttion with the English situation. First, the'English univer-

sity mathematitiaW-Eas hardly been involved at'all-in the reform movements

and yet within the. next few years is going to be hit by the products of. the

.first wave coming up from the schools into the univerSities. It may be

that many university departments have not yet fully realised the influence

that'this first wave must necessarily havelbn the'style of-first year teach.-

ing and the ndture of theuniversity curriculum especially inthe -first-year.

.Secondly, although the firstwaVe. of reform in-England has been on the whole

most successfully, carried out by the efforts of schdol masters there. must

be some doubt.as to whether the depth-of mathematical knowledge..and experi-

eticein the-schools can be sufficient fOr'a proper development of the Second

'wave of reform. It seems-quite char.that the consensus of opinion both

in the U.S.A. and again in the U.S.S.R.is that university mathematicians

:muetContinue to be deeply involved in reform if it is to be successfully

carried on. Finally, it was the feeling among gany membets'of the confer-.

.
'once that our tvo countries have much to learn from Ruasial- and we make .

nia apology for once again referring to the U.S,S4R. - and obtierving the

degree- of commitment that some of Russia's top research mathematicians have

in sthool-teadhing; as one example, Professor Kolmogorov devotes'about one

half of his total teething time to sOhdolmastaring and.perhapa At the-leist

-it our two countries we should honestly answer the 'question as to Will0 her.

..'we are not-losing.something of'essential value by having rather difi rent

customs.

3,



12. Some Concluding *marks

This conference was really a deck-clearing operation; no one quite
knew whether"all the bric-a-brac of experience they brodght with them was
going to be usefully piled together or was going to be swept away for
action of another kind. In the event, much-less time that; as expected

Was spent on details of mathematical syllabus and for 070 main reasons:
. .

first, there was a mutual recognition of the huge.influence which certain
developments werelikely to have on the.whole stnicture of mathematical
education, and second, there seemed.a tacit acknowledgement that the first.
wave is indeed.nearly over-and'that the.job of the leaders in the two
countries is now to plav?controlled build-up of the second wave... In all
this, many,;members of th A;anference .felt that continued working contact.

.-between American and English researchers would bring substantial benefits

and a suggestion was heard that, as a small start, a year's exchange shouldd
be made between two authors of the S.M.S.G. and S.M.P. teams. Certainly, '

the English team left Ditchley profoundly impressed by the depth and profess-
ionalsm of the latest American work in the field of..mathematical.curricular

fresearch, and we from England must conclude this report by thanking, once
again, the American Side for having-put aside the time t4 come.
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ummiiiry

of :the

'Callibrige Conference
on .

Teacher fziuclition:

Introduction

:.

In-the hummer of 1963, asroup of-mathematicians gathered in Cambridge,-

Massachuset9s, .at.the invitation.of Educational Services Incorporated to

- dislOuss the current state and Possible future of mathematics in the

elementary schools. The group adopte&the name, Cambridge Conference

'on SOhool.MathemaCits (CCSM) and issUed a formal_report Goals for

School Mathematics (herein referred to as:Goals) which Was published

by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boeton

,

,

The.CCSM presented proposals for mathematics curricula for the

schools of two of three decades, hence which were considered by many

to be radical and .ambitious, but it agreed to .defer conSideiation of the

important probtem-of_teaCher traning:. While the outstanding work of

the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPN) .has

given promise of alleviating the shortage of teachers.adequately train-

ed to handle UniVersity.of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics

('IJICSM), Ochool Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) and other_material re-

cently develOped, it was Clear that.further steps hadito be taken.in

the near future ifpthe Gqals projection of the mathemattcs curriculum

of a:couple.of decades hence is the accurate one, or even approximately

the right one. Accordingly; during the stibmer of 1966, again under a

grant from the National Science Foundation, the. Cambridge Conference

on Teacher Training (CCTT) was held to consider the crucial question.

of Preparing teachere to teach la Goals-like curriculum in the elementary

schools. 'The group of 33 was composed in the main of persons holding

university positions in pure or applied mathematics or statistics.

Several,American school teachers and British.mathematicians involved

in curriculuiimprovement attended the-sessions.

The many divergent views expressed' y the participants did finally

polhrize'aroupd two fairly distinct points of view and-produced the out7

lines of two curricula,which they believed would adequaeely Prepare

teachers to cope with.any elementary school mathematical material that

nay be.developed to meet 4! Goals-like proposal.- It is interesting, and

perhapi signifidant, that although-the two outlines are biased on quite

.different premises, they turned out tO have many common,pots and to.



differ.less than might be expected of two programs developed itidepen-
.

dently of each other.'. A brief summary of these two proposals'is pre-

spitted belowl

'The CCTT alao discussed several other problems which affect the

training of elementvy'teachers; such topics as the general environment

of the:eleMentary teacher, the uses of mathematics specialists, techno-

logidal teaching aids, and the participation of mathematicians in ele-

. mentary education. In addition to the'curriculaturoposals, specific:

recommendations were made for the preparation of materials for use in

training teachers, for the dissemination of information about curri-

culum- developments andexperiments, ancrfor the continuing education

of teachers. Thw art algo summarized below.

Curriculum Propqsal 1
/.

Both proposals started from the aisumption that students would

enter the program With a background approximately equivalent to tenth

grade SMSGmathematics. the group Workingoon this Proposal.first ela-.

borated the Goals outline for K-6 to gain more ihsight into the needs

of elementary school teachers.. (This'more detailed outline for K-6 .

-appears in Part III of the'complete.report.) What the group sought were

topics in mathematics that'Wouldpe quite neld to the prospective teachers,

would:demand of them only a rudiientary knowledge of mathetatics, would

' deepen their insight into mathematics,-would offer good prospects of-k

enjoyment, and would reveal .similarities of mathematical structure with

the topics in the K-6 curriculum. 'CoUrses A (one year,)B .(one-half year,)

and:C (one-half year) were the result.

The main tOpicsof of course, are arithmetic and geometry. The

group looked for a tOpic that wourd use elementary arithmetic arid apply.

.tg:geometrY -thiELled to the choice of matrices forGourse A. Since the

eatly stages'of,the studx of matrices involve only the:Fost elementary

knowledge ofzatithmetic, the prospectivp teacherS, whife deVeloping an

algebra Wi h prope ties different from those of the ordinary number Sys-

tem,-wo d at the same time\ ave an opportuhity to review the rules of

arithog c in'a context in w ch the'basic.laws have greater interest.

As>rhe c Urse progresses, mat ices are relatecLto.tranSformations of the.

/
plane and thus used to study-g ryalmet in the conteXtof motions. Further,

/the notion of angle, is studied n connection with rotation matrices, ;

/ ffering a natural introduction'to a eertain amount of trigonometry.

./
/.

-Analytic geometry (lines, circles, triangles, inequalities, convexity).

.-MatricesAnd thetr operations (up,to 3x3).
.'-Group properties of matrix multiplication (emphasis-on 2x2)

-SyStems of linear equatiöis.

using Matrices (enlargements, translations, reilections, shear,...).
Study of certain linear. and affihe transformations of the plane, .

\.



-Sensed angles, eine and cosine, measurement of angles,

-Elements of vectors (via Cartesian coordinates).

7Composition'of transformations and the associated"matrAx multi-

plication. -
:.-qransformations of equations, with application to the development

of:ellipses and their equaticgia frOm distortions of circles,

.
Course g Underitakes t6 illustrate the close ties between:abstract f!,'

'algebra'and the. arithmetic of numbers. _the algebraic structure emerges

from a study.of-TOlynomialJunctions, which also allows An introduction.

.eo. the formal differential calculus.of polynomials. :It is then-brought

int!a ole open-by a discussion of the algebra:of integral domains; And

finally driven.heme with an introduction to'the theory of numbers, during

whith frequent.references are made to parallels.with the.earlier poly-

nomiel .algebra.
-Functions (concept, .examples, representation,.

inverses).

-Linear functions .(graph and slope).
-Quadratic\functions.(examples and motivation;

-Quadratic formula.
,-Polynomial functions and polynomial algebra...

--Integral domains. - :

-glementary number\theory.

operations with,

graphs, zeros).

Course.0 is devoted tu applications of mathematics to scitnce and

society and to certain mathematical topics which seem particularly amenable

to an approach through real problems. In.addition to as many examplei as

possible, and some exposition of the nature and use of computers in the

'applications of mathematics, it'containd the following mathematical topics:

-Systems of linear equations and optimization problems.

-Intuitive calculus.
-Probability and statistics.
-Logic,(if time'permits).

Curriculum Proposal-

The second group began with the premise that the prospective ele-

mentary teacher may well.have acquired attitudes of uncertainty, fear,

and hostility toward mathematics, and therefore first priority should go

toward choosing courses which will rekindle the student's interest and

buildconfidence by'developing his P ower to cope with mathematical ideas.

In particular, this precept should take precedence over the notion tOtt

all materials in the K-6 curriculum must be covered. Nevertheless, it

was felt that four semester-lengih courses will be needed.

, The courses are divided into short, relativelx independent units

which the s Condiroup felt had several advantages, primarily flexibility,

'411

and the repe ter' fresh starts fot students who fail to understand ter:-

tain topics. ,
. ,
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lculud is4justffied.by he fact that the real

nt in'ma hematics less .for intrinslc'intereFt c

.coniplefl aud.uspful structures of higher mathe-

The second' group felt that some introduction

to the.powerful ideas,which evolved in the 18th And 4:11.centuries from

the real number SystemL(vector geometry, tilculus, p theory)

should.be an essential-part of the\elementary teather's training.- 1

This group.dpvised twocurricula,'the second (Alternate) program.

'being considered to be somewhat niblre difficult.- The topics to be cov=

erOd and approximate number of classhours.are ltsted below.

Sample prosfam A

Course I: Number theory (16)
Vectors in the line and plane (8)

Transformations and functions (12)

Course II: The real'number system (25)

Combinations and probAbility (12)

.Course III:Intuitive differential calculus (22)

. Linear transformations'and matrices (15),

Course IV: Isometries and symmetri°grdups (12).
Quadratic forms and conics (10)

'
Intuitive integral calculus (15)

Alternate samOleprogram,

Course I': Circular.functions and complex nuMbers 410)

The real nuMber system (16)

Counting problems and induction (8).

Functions (6)

COurse 'IV:Vectors in the line,-plane and space (20).'

.
I

.

Course IMRings'and unique factorization (20)

.Codputational matrix theOry ahd applications.(20)

Course. IV':intuitive integral calculus (15)

Probability (15)
'AStatistics (10)

or Impossibility of angle trisectionr(10)

\
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'General Considerations

-

,

l.'lrom their beginnings such groOps as the University of Illinois

Committee on.,-Schobl Mathematics anil. eheiSchool Mathematics Study Group:

have been constrtittively concer4ed with teacher training. Future activity

must build *upon their work and continuy to advance the general line of

the *commendable and immediately applicable CUPM recommendations for el

mentary teachers. The CCTT proposals are aimed (hopefully) at a time

when the CUPM recommendations. will have'been strongly' implemented.

The elementary teacher has a ahortyocational lffe expectancy. With n

three or four years a large percentage ;Ttre no longer teaching, alt

some return to the classroom two to twOity years later yhen fadily demands

haveodiminished. Thue for many teachers, the pesrvice training is their.

only exposure to courses affecting their shor teaching careers, eNphasizing

,the need.for courses that adequately-prapare.them.

2, The Conference believes that mathematics specialists can make

important contributions to,elementary'education by teaching mathematics

to the students (either independently, or in eooperation,with the Olass-

room teacher), by conierences with classroom teachers, by curriculum argd

test plapning, etc. Indeed, some seventeen possible uses of specialists

are in,the report. To train ttiese mathematics specialists, the

'report stiggests certain courses selecte4 froim the 'tegular college curricu-

lum4for mathematics majors.

f

3.. The Conference metbers were

on films'arid"some individual c6mmen ut these films and films in
;

era]." are included lit the report. There was considerfbleXiscussion

own some forty mathematics educ-,

"Jpi,tobiutei-assisted instrtiction, with the geiteral'Conclusi that although

''*-Ehe're are grave dangera involved 46 this process, the future potential,.

4,

fi promising.
6,

There dre two very direct waya in which mathimaticians may con-

tribute to teacher training. The firsOis by cooperation with school's

br departments of'education in their univetst.ties. Specific,actions.

.include cooperation .iri currioulum planning and teaching courses in. the

..edUcation school. .Another, less direct, means Of aidit4 in teacher

training is 4.9011p'the'mathematician td teach some'classes of elementary

,
students, i.e.., the mathematician performs one.of the functioria,of the

entary mathematics apecialist.

Recommendations

I. The Conference.produced guidelines for the.cOnstruction'of

program for training,future elementaryachool teachers. The next tep

is t9 take off'from the outlines given in the Report and.produde aterial

'to be used in .experimental crassroom situations, and finally to revise-

this material fotgeneral distribution To accomplish this, the Conference
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0

recommends that three (or some suchAumberc mathematicians be com-

missioned to spend a summer individtally developing material. In the

following yvir each would try bis iaterial on ap experimen)al class
of prospective elementary school teachers at his univeisity. The

writers would get,together the following.summer OS compare notes.,on
their courses, revise,the material; and bring out a version that could

be tested on a large sample in many colleges. Akr.er this larger test

and subsequent revision, a final verdlon wodld be published far general

use.

II. Even after text materials for the propoied courses are avail-
able, their acceptance and use will depend on effectiv&T-widespread and
systematic columunication of the aims of the report to the facultIles of .

teacher training institutions and school administrators. To this end

it is recommended that regional meetings, involving mathematicians and
professors teaching mathematics courses for elementary teacherslbe held
on a regular basis, modeled oft those of MM. It is also recommended
that professional mathematical organizations be urged to include in
their meetings sessions relating to elementaiy mathematics eduCation.

_(

The Conference also proposes the establishment of a quarterly

, journal consisting of reports on experimental work ih pre-college mathe-

matical educatioti. These brief réporis will serve tO keep both the
curriculum experimenters anckthe mathematical community informed of

the current activities of other groups.

III.. Continuing educatiOn of teachers is becoming increasingly
important as thechange.of mathematics curricula becomes a steady-state

.situation. Sumner inStitutes are Vanable and should be continued,.but

:the Conference feele that thesb are insufficient. The typical schedule

.of,a'teacher gives her little or no'time for class'preparation during

school hours. She has little or nothing to say.about the curriculum
taUght or the tex.ts used. TheAonference recommend* that elementary

teachers be freed/from some classroom time so that4hey may 'prepare

classes and.take inrService courses. The Conference also recommends
that-a-sabbatical system be established ih the schools to enable
'teachers to return to colleges for more intensive and prolonged study.

e..
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-Cambridge ConOrences and 'teacher Education
'A

Earle L. Lomon

During the summertof-1963, a.
mathematicians are.scientists met
schoolsmathematics and to #figgest
school mathematits programs. ,The
School MathematicW has prolked
educators.

group of twenty-five professional
in Cambridge, Massachusetts to review
goals for.elementary and.secondary
report of this confdrence, Goals for

widespread;disoussion.amohg mathematics

$

In tbat report, a large rangebf new topics were suggested for in.-
,,

clusion in the eleMentary school. Some Of these topics, to. mYkknowledge,

were not even 'used in experimer01 classrooms at that time, although most ..

bave been tried'in small stale experimentation by now. Among the n1ore

'relevant topics with implications for teacher education was emphas s on

the real number system in the early.grades. Childrin_were introduced tO

inequalities,and general laws applicable to all real .numbers at one.time,

,rether than to integers, then rationals,.then real numbers as the cbild

. progressed in school. In the third and fourth grades, aymmetry, trans-

formation, vectors; and.elementary Diophantine problems'were recommended.

Before the end of theelegent.eit grades, mathematical and experimental

probability was introduced. Intuitive'talculus wassugKested as early

as the siskth or seventh gradesmalthough this was not explicity built

into the crriculum.

Educating teachers.to adequately teach content such as that outlined

above was the Xocus of, a second Cambridge Conference, held during the sum-

, mex of 1966e2 4 crucial question of thWconference, and of this one is,,

"HOui,ieuTte-echers be'prepared so they adeq4ately handle rapidly evolving

mathematics programs with some depth, range, and adyenturesomeness?"

Teacbing the content suggested in the 1903 conference requires sig-
.01fiCantly greater background in mathematics than is typical of elementary

teachers to y. Developing in elementary teachers this adequate understanding

of mathemati s was viewed in the 1966 teaeher training conference as the most

important task that can readily be aiiomplished.. A large portion of the re

port discusses cOliege curricula and approeches by which schools of education

and mathematics departments mig4t better prepare tealbers:
,vs,

"Goals for SchoolOathematics:" The Report of the Cambridge,Conference on

.Schok Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co.,'Boston, 1963.

.2The report of this conference, just published, is "Goals
'Edgcation of Elementary School Teachers:" A Report of the

teaCher:Training, Houghton Mifflint, Co.,, Boston,
. A

for Nathjnattcal
Cambridge Co fer-

67.
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The increased amountrof mathematics envisaged in the 1963 report

is equal4 challenging for the pupil as foi the teacher. How can they

be expected to learn ten times more mathematics in approximately the

same.time? The 1963 conference suggested several teaching strategY

approadhea that might facilitate pupil development. Three of these are

important for us.

i The first was the spiral approach in teaching. The first treatment

of topic was to be on an.intuitive or. conCrete 1eveI. Then another

opic (gas developed, then ihe first topic considered again On a-slightly

more formal level, using,some of the ideasfrom the intervening topic.

In pis way a combination of the effective use 9f intuition, concrete

experience, and.carefully developed content would-greatly.accelerate a

pupWs.rate of learning. Properly combining topics shodld iMprove the: -c

efficiency.of the learning process through cross-teferencing.

The second suggested Change that was hoped would'accelerate learning'

was in the selection of topics. The stimulation of exciting topids and

compelling open-ended applications may.challenge many children to spend

a greater proportion of their time in matheratics.

Third, it was.hypothesized that more germane thinking may result

through the discovery and dialogue teChniques than through a normal

ekpository presentation. 'When challenged",-the child must establish,the

torrectness'of his views. _He tan not rely on the.authority of the teacher

as a crutch. Discussions among pupils in his. class becomes more of a goad

to,him-than a squelch. Experience with these approaches convinces us that

.they ate effective in accelerating the elementary mathematics program. Hope-

fully, too, the same kind.of.acceleration can be accOmplished in.training

Prospective teachets.

Conferenqe on Teacher Education

The 1966- Cambridge Conference on Teacher Training relied upon the

experiences of the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics

(UICSM) and the School Mathematica Study Group (SMSG).. Both had been,

involved in workshops, summer'institutes, and courses on teacher training

directed.toward new materials. Relevant also waS the previous,formulation

of goals for pre-service mathematics for elementimy school teachers by the

Committee on Undergraduate Program in Mathetatici (CUPM). Experance in

implementing QUPM goals provided data on the effectiveness of ,these kinds

of materials: The problem:thar CUPM worked with was of a different mag-

nitude, however, than one that would provide sufficient background to

.t.eachthe:content outlined in'the 1963 conference., If preparation time_

--for teachers remains at the saMe level as suggested by CUPM, more efft-

tient time utilization is a major concern.

Two alternate fourrsemestercollege math courses are suggested by the

1966 report for elementary school generalists. .6ne alternative stresses

contact with the K-6 curricula, as written and developed in the 196441report.8.
cow

3"Gjals for School Mathematics:" The Repori of the Cambridge Conference on

School Mathematics Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1963. 1
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In fia4ct, they rewrote parts 'of that curriculum so it was more explicit-

for. their purposes. They wanted to insure that'college students.were

tau0t ideas thatlare germane so that which would be. asked of them by

such a curriculum. 'At the same time'they wanted to present the college

student with fresh .am.d extiting miterial rather than some sort of re- .

hash or previously studied tor4pts. ye accomplish these two object-

tives, this group,suggested thilt theidontent be built around matrix

algebra mild transfomrations.. They felt that this Ws a new topic for

the'college students, that presented hew algebrait properties,-that

showed them that not everything in mathematics behaved like numbers,

and at the same time had many applications and coneacts in .the K-6

turriculum.propased. by.the 1963 report.

In the setond alternative program, the group was more wary about

the flexibility and depth that would e achieved by'the college student.

They felt that a iolution for their problem was one'that involved shorter

,.units which were self-contained and'which allowea students to influenCe

th26.: course to some extent. In tholr proposal, students could select from

several units those that' were intrinsically interesting and exciting.
r

topic.discussed at the conference was the role of the mathe7

matics specialist. Seventeen differdnt activities for the mathematics .

specialistare silggested.4. He might teach a class or special courses,'

be involved mOstly with testing, concern'himself with curriculum planning,

and.experimentation, and tonsulting with teachers, parents 5kt students.

One of their primary tasks,is. simply to remain current with 'changes

occurring in the mathematics curriculum.

The confdrence stressed that the existence and importance of spe-

cialists ws not predicated upon.elimination of the homeroom environment

with its close child-teacher relationships. There are many,intermediate

sygtems possible in which the specialist is used in various capatities,

and children spend most if not all of their time,. with one teaCher.

The conference also advocated that adequate'opportunity be given to

the in-service teacher far continuing his education. The related gues-

s° tions of salary schedules, time devoted to claasroom instruction, and

sabbatical leaves were considered..
1

More specifically, the conference recommended that the Education

Development Center should sponsor small writing and testing teams to devel-

op-materials for pre-seivice education. Two professorsfrop an edutiltion

department and.twoifram a mathematics department jointly would write

appropriate materials.' The,materials could then be tried provisionally,

rewritten, and tried again as polishing progressed. One such effort has

been initiated at Indiana University by Dr. George Springer. This summer

seirerallaculty are writing.maeriala, with experimentation slated .for

the 1967-68 school year. In addition, Drs: E. Weiss and S.Z. Sternberg

are wotking with faculty at poston State College to implement a similar plan

"Goala for Mathematical Education of Elementary School Teachers", op..cit..

p. 30
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in which students work for a concentrated period each trimester ratherthan,

'in a.regular course. 4'
,

0 ,

One intriguing suggeStion:Included in the appendix of the report

isaprbposal for a Model-city project. Obviously planning and imple7.
.menting stich.a project would require.the combined efforts of many people
from several disciplines. In such a city, teachers'would.teach tdenty
pupils'three hours.per day. jarenthetically, I woad 'suggest two teacheri:
in some classrooms,.one working with the group while-the odierconcentrates
on individuals with.learntng or discipline problems... nie coot of such an
educational prograM in,plant.and'faculty is about three times that usually
spent.

Such a cost is not prohibitivfr. Most'of the public is convinced
diat education ts important,7but tiey must be convinced that spending
three times as much' money will do at least twice as much good. The model

system would be an opportunity to demonstrate that it cam..

Implication, and Extensions
4

,The recommendations of the Cambridge Conference on Teacher Training
are important and undoubtedly'should-be part of a teacher preparation

curriculum. _But it is inadequate to'meet certain-needs of the elementary
school teacher who accepts the challenge of this type of curriculum. In

particular, the teacher needs to feel comfortable in teaching a rapidly

changing curriculum. Obviously*this can not be accomplished in pre-
service edUcation. ,To ddequately handle difficult and changing topics,
in-service education must be continual.

b -

Training and confid,ence in using open-ended material and a discovery

format.is also essential . Prospective teachers must not-only know rele-
vant subjecfmatter, but also effectiVe teaching strategies. So often, when
faced.with unfamiliar subject matter to teach, the ihstiuctor reverts to
a teaching style with which hes is familiar and comfortable. Many are

insecure in teaching new content with an open format or question-answer

approach. They mistakenly feer they must be prepared to answer almost all%
questions students raise about the:topic. ,Such a requirement certainly

limits the boundaries of class exploration. .

Further, teachers often'wan
session. With such a procedure t
achieved in a class period. This

ended or discovery approach. In
content in neat little bundles.
honestly follows the argumentation and
Rather than unifying mathematics c

110any one topic, several others bevom
treat them at that time.

well-defined objectives for each class
e goal must be defined so as to be
is clearly incoMpatible with an open
y opinion it is undesirable to.,package

is imPOssible to do so if the teadher
reasoningof the children of the class.

t,'it segments it. When considering
ident. If possible it is better 0,

ie.
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In some of our experimental efforts, we have worked with teachers %

on a one!-to-one.basis. An interested teacher cooperates in teaching a '

new unit. We Work Closely, together, conferring perhaps once a week,
anwering technical questions, -observing ber class, teaching the class,

-then discussing her observations. on that basis, the.teaCher usually

does a mervelOuS job: She gains the spirit of a modern approdch to
:mathematics and this spills bVerpintd,her other work. .While the quality#

of such in-service educatio0.1s good, the quantity is tdiculous. The

problems in.today's schools Could never be solved witI such an approach,

.
Could this same teChnique be used on a many-to-on;\basis? We selec-

,.

ted two schools in greater Boston to.work with.. The in-service program /

was centered around symmetry motion from.geometry and rela t ed topics
,

.# for the elementary school. .Thise sathe units had been used p eviously..-
Genyal discussiQns were hdld every week or two, sometimes with university'.
faculty present, sometimes in teacher group discussion and plakining. .

Teachers were encouraged to teXephone the university people ai'sny tilde

for immediate assistance:. While two or three teachers readily ctught

c.the spirit of this mode of teaching, the general results were lesOhan
we.expected. Most 4ig not get their feet wet enough for the proce s to

bear fruit.

Robert Davis of the Madison Project has orgadized summer workshops

.in large cities such aa.Philadelphiai San Diego, New York,Jand Chicago t.

'to extend teachers.' understanding. of this process of teaching. Direct

involvement of participnts is.an integral part'of the workshops. Ele-

mentary pupil material is taught to.them while they pretend they are

children. This, of course, raises some difficulties as one's pretend

level flUctuates. The participants then practice teaching the material-

. to each. other. Their direct experience in the process gave them con- .

:fidence that this teaching strategy would work, and that they could

handle it.

The Madison Projecf does not extend,farAspough. To insure satura,io

of the discovery approach to teaching, ais bd a major,teahhing

technique throughout t teacher's training. Further, the content should

be extended to include the ideas incorporated in the 1963 Cambridge Con-

ference; not limited to isolated lessons as presently handled. The in-

service experience should be,extended to indlude frequellt contacts with

new material workshops during the school year.

What are the implications of these experiences for pre-service
°training of teachers? The discovery approach should be part of the teaching

'tedinique used With these prospective teachers. The 1966 Conference advoca

ted a correlation betWeen the methods and content courses in college. This

does not go fat enough. This relation-must-be-more-than that,there are two

types of courses.' Some, perhaps all,,of these courses should be-so integrated

that content is taught in the same way as advocated for,teaching children in

elementary schools. While this approach illustrate6 effective teaching

Am strategies it also is the, most effective way for the college student to



learn. They too fhould beiefit.fromAlaving to think, reason, and answer

:questions fOr themselves..

Ifi combination with this, the prospective teacher should spend sev-

.
eral hours each week in schools working with'children all during their

program. Opportunities to try out techniqueS used with them, and to

test their effectiveness, would build up confidence. To wait until near

the end of their c9llege undergraduate program . is too late. Motivation

and discriminationfin a studenes,professional
cOursewdtk-is adversely

affected by,lack of immediate and continual contact with children.

'Cotrelation of Science and Mathematics

In ten'.days; third Cambridge Conference will begin. This conference

will solve no problems for you, and will likely create"a few. For three

'weeks, a.group of mathematicians and scientists will study the.correlation

of mathematids and science... These fields are'so closely related that more .

effective learning might resUlt.from careful intertelAion. Minnetast and

the American Association for the' Advancement of Science (AAAS) projects

have develope&some cUrriculuM programs using mathematics as a toOI in,

'Science-. -While many.,recognizetheimpOrtante:of
this approac46 the range

great.. A conferencestressing the goals of such a

coibination,curriCaum.is.vitalat
this,time. 'One potential.approach

in integratinepathemati6Sand.sclence_might:simplYbe
toroughly correlad

-,:the:Content throtilitr-reciprOOal:Agreement-.,
witheaclhdiscipaine identifying

Chat contint'neededIrOm the other 4 and the.time
it'wasIlekded.' .At the

.

'Other 'extremei. the
two.subjects would be treated as one. :Eitety lesson,

'Would involye'matheiatics
and soience together, -each depandenton

the

-Other: TO learn science'one
must-be able to handle mathematical Models

and mainti4nthe momentum and intuition in mathematic* one-must hal*

, -
-challengingproblems.from

scienCe.

-Not only will the generalist in the elementary,SchooOmed-tO_be

:-adequately trained for teaching mathematics.and.for teaching sciente;

but More than that he must be able ta treat-both.tOgether. :The probleTil

is not nearly,so crucial,in the elementary achOol with its traditi:on.of

generalists as in the secondary sChOol, where teaChers.are specialists.

The elementary sChOol presents' a great opportunity to experiment with this 'L.

.approach to handling Science and matheMatics.

.41 t



APPEAIX

6

SELEC-TIONS'

FROM
' WIN* -.SPRING 1967.PROGRESS WORTS

OF 0
FEASIBILITY STUDIE's (CCSM)

Consultant AcceN.NScheme

. Underwood School, Newton (January 18 - April 7, 1967)

January 204, Marion Walter gave deomonstration classes on informal

geometry to second grade and fifth grade classes.-

To plan course work based on the demonstration classes, Walter and

Lomon met with nine teachers (the teachers were Miss Byron, Miss Davies,

Miss Flanagan, Mrs. Hauser, Mr. Built, Miss Kuhl, Mrs. Nadeau [assistant

principal], Miss`Scully and Mrs. Stewart, and the principal, Mr. Atkins),

on January 24. Reactions to the January 20 demonstration were expressed.
The teachers fiaid that they found the presentation most important in un-

derstanding our intentions. They were given the written guide for the
informal geometry unit. This guide is oriented toward the sixth grade

level. Added to it was a report of past first and third grade classes

with suggestions for further wOrk with young children. Most of the con-,

cern was'nqX with questions of mathematical content: /In the first meet-

ings the teachers had been most concerned about obtaining fuller explan-

ations of the mathematics and where it was leading. This time the only

mathematically related questions appropriately probed the differences

between reflections, rotations and translations.

i

The teachers asserted that they could begin classes on the basis

of Miss Walter's notes and the demonstration classes. They were urged

to phone Niss Walter or Prof. Lomon with questions

f e,

material. It seem-
ising between class

sessiOns. Four classes promised to carry on with t
ed likely that otherclasses would try at least a p rt of the material.i

During March there were telephone conversations with two of the teach-

. ers. Miss Walter .also.had discussions in the course of visits to the school

lor other purposes.

'Walter-and Lomon find that two Aspects of the aceiVity at Underwood

are notiieeting expectations. First, the number of class sessions per

month being devoted to this material is less than the desirable once-a-

week. Secondly, they are nottaking.advantage of,telephone inquiries to

the extent.that seems neehl. They do not seem to have severe difficulty

in.teaching the material.:Severalof them (not all) claim that their sched-

ule allows.them insufficient time to plan the lessons and prepare material.

'.They are uncomfortable with the development of a skill and its related con-

cept.overa span of.sevral leSsons, being used to a self-contained dingle-

(

1_,
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We think it may be advisable to enclage telephone interviews by some.

administrative Meana. "erhaps an init41 schedule of class would'"break

the ice."

Lexikiton Schools (January 18 - April 7; 1967)

In Lexington the sessions on inequalities and probability have pro-

ceeded on a regular basis.. The "Scope and Sequence" chart of the schoolf

system.allOws the teacher to_choose the actual.material to be used is

reaching the oyer-all goals. Thus little difficulty wi0 "getting the

regular program done" arises.
,

Several meetings Vere held with Miss Lyn McLane, Mrs. B. Fitagerald

and Miss K. Dillmore. In addition, telephone contacts with those teach-

ers have averaged about once a week and have proved very useful/.

.--Underwood School, Newton (April 7 June 3,1967).

On May 4, Mr. Atkins reporXed by phone that-Missilanagan was near-

ly finished with ggrion Walter's "Informal,Geometry" and had started to

,. work with "Symmetry Motions" of an equilateral triangle. Mrs..Stewart's

class was working on the symmetries of and gip compounded motionS.
.

, She reported.that her SMSG work (grade 4, part 2) was proceeding quickly

and credited that fact to the class' work with informal geomety. Mr.

Hunt'was also finished with much of the infomal goetetry. Miss Flanagan

phoned Lomon to describeand diacuss her start with symmetr; motions of

a triangle.

- ,
Lexington Schools (Aliril 7 - June 3 1967)

# A

Between April 7 and June 3, Miss Lyn McLane chducted seven sessions

on probability with Miss.Kubasiewicz's sixth grade class at Hancock School.

They found own sentences that matched the values of their range and peak

'results for iickel spinning. They used these sentences to make,predictions,

some of Which they checked. They then began discussion Of and experimenta-

tion with the cbmbined outcome.of several '(presumably independent) events.

The class his accumulated strong evidende for several:assemblies Of indiv-

dual events on the appropriate counting of separate elements of the sample.

set and,of the relevency'of,multiplying,elementary probabilities.

Lomon ob'served and assisted at the lesson of May 4. McLane and Lomon

met three times and communicated by phoneglour times in the preparation'of

these.lessons Tapes.were made and notes prepared by Miss McLane.



APPENDIX "J

'Tpward Integrated Science and Mathematics in-the Schools

r\

101/

Last summer,the Cambridge'Conference on School Mathematics held a con.-

feren9e tO discuss the relatioiibetween ecience and mathematics in;the public

schools.* Participants included aboUt twenty-five mathematicians, physicists, .

biologists and chemists.. Ammo these were representatives of several well,-

knawn.curriculum reform prbjects. Most qf the group had previously attended

seminars held in various parts of the country during the year 1966-67. A

full report of the considerations of.the Confaence is in preparation-and will

be published in thecoming year. The present selected outline is Ant7fided only'

as an introduiltion to the AAAS,Symposium.of 29 December 1967.

During the conference; the:topic was considered from many points of view;---

from broad questions of educational philosophy to concrete problems of develop-

ing specific experiments. While no One would, claim that such'aimiarge topic wee,

-eXhausted, the majority of Mose who were preseht would.Iike tolitake several

recommendations which, while not.enyrely-novel, would have far reaching_con-

.sequences when carried out.

.
It was generally agreed that the advantages to,both subject areas of'

emphasizing their organic.connections would far outweigh any disadvantages,

especially in eleMentary schoOl. An integrated math-science curriculum will

be difficult to implement,,and perhaps the greatest difficulty will be the

problem of training teachers to liandle' the material. Nevertheless it;appears

that an integrated Curricu1ui designed to bring out these"connections is nec-

essary in view of two facts; quantitative thinking is the' essence of the power

of the sCientifit method; m ny pupils are unable to grasp the connections

beesTeen the mathematics they are taught and the real world. This curriculum

.
-would comprise &variety of' units and activities which could be variously--

described as:

Math for math,

- Math for science

- Math and science
- Science for math

- Science for science

Of these five categories, only the first has any long history in the schools,

while science in any sort of quantitatitre form has only recently been intro-1 .

duced below the high school level. In the third category, where Science and

mathematics play synergistif roles in explaining the world about us, we-have

very little classroom material, indeed. Yet it is in this category that we

must put our greatest effort if we are to succeed in conveying the symbiotic

relationship between mathematics and science that characterizes the modern,

basically sciettific, world. ,

Units for a comIhned curriculum can and should be open-edded,,always

leaVing,the opportu4i,ty for the talented student to go deeper. Such unit8

have the potential.Of being more "real" and "honese than is possible in the

individual subject areas* they are'now divided. There should be a."bank"

of units which pre ent at many levels all the important facts, theoretical
7-444

1

ASee Appendix B Page vi,,for\list of participants.

6.
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,
concepts, and mathedatical structures. With' such a bank, the teacher could

indOidualize instruction.by,introducing units dictated by.the student's

rea4tions and needs. The teacher will find'that the combination of science

and/mathematics imposes .

a natural mixed style of exploratory observation and

di4Ussion followed by some organization of facts and theorieg. Thisstyle

of 4nstruction .imposes a great burden on the teacher, and to facilitate his

.wo k it will:be important..to'reve\a teacher's Super7manual which catalogues

describes the available materials and suggests possible. sequences of

1.4 its relevant to the pupils' recent experience.

/Clearly,
it will be some timeliefore such a.system can be put into oper-7 .

/ation. Beginnings.in this direction have been made by some df the.materials

developed by SMSG,AAAS, and, in partiCular,'by MINNE-MAST. Much effort at

the conference was devoted 4 changes that could-be adopted very soon. Most

of these explicit changes are discussed within the framework of mathematical

categories, probably because the mathematics at this level is more:structured

. And because' thete is so much more experience with...mathematics teaching than

with science 'teaching.
,

Some of the rnew math" programs have vIrtually o4lawed the use of numbers

towhich units are intrinsically.attached, such as "8g:riches". These ate known

classically as denominate numbers. Lengths, time intervals and weights have a

reality that fs.in some respects greater than the reality of "pure numbers",

and the relationships among these. quantities'are governed by the physical

reality experienced by children. These entities may all be regarded as elements

of an apprdpriate mathematical system that is, admittedly, more complicated

than the system of pure numbers. The algebraic structure of these entities i

often avoided-by resorting to the concept of measure, as in "the'measure in

inches of a one foot, unit of length is twelve". In-Spite of some formal com-

plfcations, -a systed that gives meaning to.the more convenient statement

"one foot = twelveinches"'is more desirable. This implies'a great deal more

attention, Starting in the earliest grades, tb the problems of measurement.

Another aspect of measurement is ts Connection to rational numbers.

The relation can be developed by teaching that medsurenient leads 'fundament-

ally to. an.interval: "The length of this stick is between 5 and 6 inches".

Successive refinement of the intervals used implies the need for rational .

numbers. The idea 'of rounded measurement.(e.g. to the nearest inch) is

valuable, to be sure, but should be taught only after the idea of interval

iS thoroughly understood. This change would be very helpful'both in Ilicience

and in more advanced'athematics. 0

In school the topic of "ratios and proportions" has treSktionally taken

\ -an undue sharp of time and trouble. It was Concluded that this should instead

arise as a spec4l case of functions, a topic of far wider interest and poWer.

Function& are the most frequently used models of reality and are thus central

to the math-science correlation. The concept of functions should ther

be developed from very early grades. Proportions are simply linear fu

and ratios and the numerical coefficients associared with these funct

linear function, and hence, ratios, can be treated using graphs fr

fore

ctions,
ns. The

rade one.
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to examine functions starti!ng from their 'graphs is made, the periodic func-

tions obtrude. They too can become familiar Obcts .long before they are

associated with trigonometry.
4

The to* ence once again questioned the.very lang time now devoted to

mastery of.spe ific algorithms fot long multiplication and long division.

Most.of the,c nferees thought that the time could be beter sPent'on learning,

estimation and to uSe the slide rule or desk calculator. ,In the meantime',

the algorithmic.method can be e)cplored by the students''in .i,sponse'to the

challenging questiogs.
-.\

,
Our world is not two-dimensional. Manx children and most adults have

great difficulty in visualizing three-dimensional objects. An enjoyable eX-

perimental a-Pproach.was proposed involving the study of polyhedra, s irals and

snail-shells, and highway cloverleafs. We even built a kaleidoscope hg enough

to get into.,, (Children love it.)

Although the Conference was unable to discusb. coMputers in any détai it

was recognized that the computer has many contributions to make in mathemat cs

and science_education: it can serve .as a teaching machine; iecan do 4latge an4

otherwise .Mpossible Calculations that wouldmake'some experiments.impracticaL

A student who learns to program is obliged to organize his ideaslCarAully

Even'the. simplest programs are more demanding in this respect than ihe har&ast

algebra problems considered in high school, yet junior high school students

are eager and able to'eaccept the Challenge fram the machine.

Probability and statistics are topics of central importance for a comfAned

math-science curticulum and are clearly important.for experimental science: '

At the same time they are best developed in anexperimental context with dice,

coins and urns and in tests of hypotheses concerning more realistic systems.

Probability by itself is too abstiact for children, but inferential statistics

Makes the subject come alive. A tentative outline, involving both experiments

and theory, was pr4ared for grades one to twelve. This outline suggests

'that dhe use of_rank ordeiing and-similar non-parametric methods.can lead.td

effective statistical i0Terences with a minimum of analytical tools.

The success of t.i.e general approach proposed here reqdres the development

of a series of indiVidual units which excite and involve the children, develop

their curiOsity and abilities andhonestly represent the Challenges of life's

problems. The three week meeting permitted only the barest beginnings in

these directions, yet activities were started involving microbe cultures, pro-

duct testing, random walk phenomena, sine function generators and the instruction

of Various three dimensipnel figures. We advocate continuing efforts of.this

kind with the collaboration of mathematicians and sbientists - engineers and_

artists.

;
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.ARPENDIX K

, V.

A REVIEW:

"Goals for the CorrUatiori'of.Elementary Science and Mathematics:"4

\ The Report of the Cambridge Conference on",the Correlation

'ofScience and Mathematics in the Schoole

ft

John R. Mayor

-American Association
for the:

Advancement'of Science

From "The Arithmetic Teacher March 19-, pp. 271-272)
,

O.

.
.y

.

.This'report deserVes wide attential. jt could become.one Of-the

-. most important educational pronouncereents of he decade. The report

forthrightly identifies issUes that will betome critical in the next-

decade and.suggests ways in which' solutions may.be found. Iys pre-

sented: as a majority report, along with a range of opinions o the

. conferees. It seems certain that few eaders will agred with all of

its. implications. On the other handi it is equally certain that all

4 readers will be stimulated,.and some may even redirAct their thir*ing

aboUt elementary school Mathematics and-science.

.

'The conference was organizedly yie CaMbridge Conference on School:

Mathematics,' a part.of the Education Development Center, Inc. iThe

;National Science Foundatton provided the support. 'Andrew M. Gleason

. :was chairman of the conference. .Among the thirty participants, seven

can be identified as university mathematicians, six as members of)Uni-

,versity physics departments, one from c emistry, nd three-from biology.

Engineering and medicine Were also-represented. elementary school

teacher,participated.
.

1 'The report consists 'of an introduction,. five.chapters, end twenty-

five,appendices. The chapters review the broad goals ofeduCation for

,the modern world, the implications of these goals for the mathematics-

science curriculum, topics in the curriculum, teacher training, and rec-

omMendations.for immediate implementation. The appendices d:....cribe.

,., cla exercises, a number in sufficientdetail to be tries opt by-the

lk. 'tea .of mathematics Or science in. the elementary sch,.1. Not all of

these, re new, but 'many of them have probably tier .-en tried in an

e1emea-ary sthool. 4wong interesting titles of the appendices are:

"The Kaleidoscope,"*""A Highway.Cloverleaf Theorem," "Sampling and Trd-

ter Techniques with Houseflies," "A Fine-Grained Normal Dietribution."
./_.

The value of dialogues on important issues of our time', including

6



'educational i es, is emphasized in the statement-of purposes.of the

conference* d report. A call is made for dialogues on correlating .
w
elementary school science and mathematics among professionals who

know and use the subject matter(mathematicians, scientists, engineers,
and Also lawyers, physistans, and architects) school'administratara
and curriculum.experts, personnel of the publishing industry, pro-
'fessionals Iram schools of edueation, classroom teachers, and represen

ativei from foundations. The report idaddressed to all of these groups

with.thehope that.dialogues will.begin.

The proposed integrated currictilum."seeks to increase'"the rele-
vante of mathematics and science to each'other and to the daily ex7

perienceb Of the.student." While the greater importance of this re-

port is long-range, that is,'correlatiOn- of mathematics and science
in another decade, the recammendationa for immediate impleMentation
ate also important. 'Somethling can..be'dpne.about these now.tio.lOng
range goal will be'achieved without a beginning. This beginning

**Ands first on ty needed dialogues, but it Will also depend upon

4

successful implementation of many Of the recommendations of.chapter

V. Samples Of these recommiodations are:v
\

a) EactOmathematics-curriculum project now lunctioning

shouA add "to.its.staff"a specialist in contempor7
ary sclence curricula and, the other way around;

eath science cUrridulum i3taff should include A spec-

ialist in conteMporaryothematicsturricula. 4

1> Methodl courses for teachers should be-coordinated
with strong, rigorous-content courses offered by

academic.departmenta% (This is not a new idea, but

A it is one that is rarely limplemented.)
4

f.

es

\
.c) Colleges and universities should'beW ta develop .

, courses designed to.train mathematig=sciente spec-

alists, and to organize summer institutes for
eachers funcogninga Mathematics or science

spetialists.

School'systems should move immediately towards

# unification, at administrative levels, of all
curriculum planning :in elementary school acidrite

and mathematics.,

Each teather ahodid add to his Classroop program

4

at least one mdthematics-science unit each achool

0

,o

.The teacher should try not.only the, available. new'

science and mathematics materials:but:also some of

year.

thd activities presented in this report.,

#

,

\
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This report should be requtred-reading for many of the persons to

whom j.t is addressed. It.develops a provocative topic for discussion

gro4s at professional meetings. It is an esential reference to all

curriculum planning groups in science and inithematics._

This reviewer is clearly biased in favor of the pointof view that

so Succinctly set forth in the report. Furthermore, one who has had.

ex ensive experience,in curriculum development in both mathematics and

sc nce, the report makes crystal clear how far we have yet to go, and

it ports an inference that the mathematics .curriculum groups have-

further.to go thad the.science curriculum groups'. The.cbalipnge of the

report isr-properly directed to-mathematicians and-to mathemaacs teachers


